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The Registrar'sOffice saw plenty of octlon on Nov. 3. the
last day to withdraw from classes. What a lucky break
for all of us at BSUthat the computers are finally on line
and working on a regular basls ,,,
by Rick Overton
The University News
member of Yunker's committee. opened using the card .. ' The U of I has had magnetic
The only remaining hang-up is However, costs are a problem .. stripped photo ID cards for many
funding. Costs will reflect the ex- Funding could come from a portion years. The cards serve a wide array
tent of the system. according to of the annual matriculation fee or a of purposes including check cash-
BSU should be enjoying photo Barry Burbank, Student Union small user fee paid by campus de- ing privileges and for use asarneal
ID cards within a year, according to business manager. Burbank cited partm~nts.According to Burbank, card. They also allow for control of
BSU registrar Susanna Yunker. the number of users and < system there has been no discussion of.es- admittance to campus facilities, use
Yunker chairs a campus-wide com- hardware as the greatest indlcators tablishing a student fee to support of the library lind admittance to ath-
mittee which has been working on of total cost. The committee IS the program. ' letic events, . .
an ID system since last January and discussing magnetic-stripped cards.. The lack of a photo ID system. Idaho State'sID program is
hopes a photo ID system will be on- as well as theuse ofbar-coded stick- oncampus has long been a source of' administered, by the student body
line as early as next fall. . ers. . frustrntioriforbothstudentsanda~- but utilizes a bar code rather than
The ASBSU Senate joined the Magnetic~strips,Burbanksaid, ministrators. Paper ID cards are 'magnetic strip. It serves the same
chorus of support last Thursday could potentially tum IDs into-debit easily transferable at sporting events purposes as the U ofl card without
when they passed a resolution call- . cards for campus purchases of food and other occasions where atten- the advantages of a large database.
ing on the administration to ','do or books. The computerized data- dance is controlled, Italso is diffi- According to Barbara Brown, of-
everything in their power to install base that would accompany mag- cult to trace the misuse of these fice coordinator for the Associated
a.photo identification (system)." netic-stripping may also allow the cardswhen lostorstolen. Students Students, the program costs about'
The. resolution was written by use of coded locks in the residence pay. for the cost of fraud through $10,000 a year to administrate. .
Nadine Michalscheck, a student halls or student offices that could be athletic and matriculation fees. . . .
cording to Love, at the committee ~~Eventhough we got our funds, the (the MLK funding) but never did
meeting, which he called an "inter- committee debated for hours." vote against it," he said.
rogation,"Osterlohrepeatedlyasked Lastweek.Love said he learned "I think Mr. Love is acting
Love and bill sponsor Scheffer how the ASBSU Senate unanimously rash," he added.
funding for the MLK celebration- passed the Beta Alpha Psi bill. He Craig, who said he joined the
would benefit the student body as said he believes the three senators MLK Committee after this bill
whole. are "more partial to this bill" be- appearedbeforeBudgetandEinance
Committee members asked cause it was sponsored by Sen. Committee, said, "As for the Beta
Love to patch up some of the "holes" Peters, who is a business major. Alpha Psi bill-it was a Solidified
perceived in the bil1 and 'return in "How docs 10 people going budget. The MLK bill solidified
three weeks with more concrete awaybenefitthetotalstudeotpopu- during the process, Precedence
information. III the meantime, the lation? I· want the senators to be stands on funding like (the Bela
MLK Committee collected 150 consistent in their thinking.f'Lovc Alpha Psi) bill," and added, "Both
signatures and letters of support said. areadmirableadventuresthatshould
, from BSU clubs and organizations, Mack Sermon, president of the no way ~be halted, stopped or
and faculty and staff. "That wasn't Speech and Debate Club said, "I'm changed."
good enough for ASBSU," said glad they got their funding, We're . In defending his committee's
Love, though the bill did pass the not attacking the accounting club, questions about the MLK funding,
Senate with a unanimous vote, and but the senators need to use the Craig said, "$16.50 comes to (the
the MLK Committee received the same yardstick on funding for all ASBSU Senate, per full-feeetudent
requested funds. ' clubs." , 'per semester) arid we're supposed
Love said atthattime he gladly Craig, who as Budget and Fi- . tomakeresponsibledecisionsabout
went through the channels requested nance chair has 110 voting power on the use of that money." .
by Budget and Finance Committee the. committee, could not vote on .. .
to gel the needed information. either bill: "Lhadquestions' about, . ,see Recall, page}
Senators Osterloh, .Craig and Peters under fire
Students announce plan to recall three senators
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News.
Washington state. He asked stu-
dents not to vote for them in the
upcoming elections because of their
Three BSU students have an- inconsistencies in voting. .
nounced they will begin formal To a nearly full room, referring
recall procedure of three ASBSU to the MLK celebration funding,
Senators if those senators are re- Love said, "(The senators) failed to '
elected in this week's elections,". see how such a program would
Eric Love, JoclSanda and Mack benefit the student body as a whole,
Sermon announced in the residen- but allowed a biII requesting $800
tial dining hall in the SUB; Nov. 2, to send 10 students to a seminar to
that Senators Ron Craig, Chris Pe- sail through .: Their representation
tcrs and Curtis Osterloh should not of students' 'interestS is greatly
be re-elected because of their recent warped:'
voting records. , . At BSU President Keiser's
Love charged that the three suggestion, the MLK Committce
senators were reluctant to pass a biII which formed last year presented a
two months ago which granted bil1 sponsored by Sen. Karen Schef-
$1,500 to the Martin Luther King 'fer, requesting $1,500 to help fund
Committee to help fund a'wcek of a series of evenis'to be held this
BSU activities this January, but January in honor of MLKDay.
enthusiastically supported a biII Events include bringing Martin
which allocated $800 to the Beta Luther King III to BSU. The bill
Alpha Psi Accounting Fraternity to, wentbefore the Budgetand Finance
send 10 members to a conference in . Committee, chaired by Craig .. Ac-
Photo IDs
maybe
cornlnq
to Boise·
Stoie
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Amphitheaferfakesshape through private funds
. .
by Loren Petty
The University News
Next year we can all look for-
ward to a wide variety of musical
and stage productions at the new
BSUArnphitheater currently under
construction northeast of the library.
The amphitheater will feature
a 35-by-60 foot stage with an or-
chestra pit in front, according to Vic
Hosford, university architect.
Hosford said the amphitheater seat-
ing arrangement consists of 4- foot
grass-covered terraces which will
accommodate audiences as large as
600.
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Daryl Jones said the amphi-
theater "was suggested by the uni-
versity and part of a strategic plan
that was developed for the univer-
sity two years ago." The amphi-
theater is funded entirely by private
donations, Jones said. Art Albnaese,
a local architect, donated the de-
sign, and Jim Nelson of Nelson Sand
andGravel andRon Yanke of Yanke
Machine Shop are donating the labor
and materials for the current phase
of construction, Jones said.
Hosford said that the amphi-
theater will be constructed in two
phases. Phase one, which will be
completed by mid-November; con-
sists of the stage, the terraced seat-
ing and the landscaping. Phase two,
which has no set completion date,
will be the construction of an enclo-
sure for the backstage dressing and
storage facilities to be located on
what is now a cul-de-sac northeast
of the stage area.
Hosford said a wide variety of
groups have expressed interest in
the amphitheater, including BSU's
theater arts, music, and English
departments, and also local theatri-
cal groups sucli as Boise Little
Theater; and Idaho Theater for
Youth, the Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra, Boise Opera and Boise
MasterChorale, American Festival
Ballet and many other groups.
Mal< JoneI/Th- Unlv... lIy N.wt
Phase one of the construction of BSU'snew amphItheater Isscheduled for completion
In mld·November. There Isno specIfiC date for the finIshing touches for the facility.
Recall
Continued/rom page one
He also said the MLK bill was
not prepared as well as the Beta
Alpha Psi bill. "Action on the two
can'tbe compared," he said. "Both
bills got responsible questioning."
Sanda, a spokesperson for
Students for Responsible Govern-
ment, disagrees. "We're support-
ing senators to beef up their resu-
mes but not to represent us," he
, said.
Sanda said that even though
Craig voted to approve funding for
theMLK Celebration in the Senate,
he should sim be recalled if re-
elected. "Our perception of Ron is
that he is the ring leader of the three.
Since we're trying to recall two-
thirdS of the group, let's do all three. n
Peters, also a member of the
Budget and, Finance Committee,
said he had problems with theMLK
bill budget that was presented, but
not with the bill itself. "We asked
Eric if we could table it for three
weeks (to give the MLK commiuee-----.......;_.......::..------:0------- ...
time to gather more information)
and he said yes." Peters said even
though Budget and Finance passed
the MLK bill, he said his original
questions were never fully an-
swered.
Peters said the reason his bill
sailed through comrniuee and the
senate was because it was well
prepared andplanned out "It was a
cut and dry budget-s-nothing to
question. There were no holes in
this budget" .
Osterloh agrees. "TheMLK bill
itselfwasn'tfmished ... Theirbudget
was in fragments. Our job is to
question the possibility of failure,"
he said, and added, "The Beta Al-
pha Psi budget was sealed tight"
ASBSU President Pat Reilly
said the Budget and Finance Com-
mittee and the Senate "scrutinized"
the MLK bill more closely than the
Beta Alpha Psi biIl because it was
"new territory" for the Senate. "We
don't know what to expect because
we've never done a Martin Luther
King celebration," he said.
Reilly said he "definitely"
supports the MLK funding but did
not have a chance to sign the bill
into law. Reilly said the bill was
misplaced after it passed the senate
and did not appear again until the
day before the deadline for his sig-
nature.and he was out of town. He
said ~e does not think the misplace-
ment of the biIl was the act of sabo-
tage but said it showed, "serious
neglect on the part of the senators."
Last Friday, ASBSU Vice
President Lon Burke called a spe-
cial session of the Senate to pass a
.resolutlon drafted by Sen. Mike
Haddon in a show of support for the
actions of Osterloh, Curtis and
Craig. The senate resolution reads,
in part, "The actions of Senators
Craig, Peters and Osterloh were in
line with what is required of sena-
tors who sit andlorchair the Budget
and Finance Committee."
More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
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Board questions using
student fees for litigation'
by Angela Curtis
The University News
"We can't prohibit '
students going to
court, but we can
control whether the
board is going to
subsidize that. "
The State Board of Educa-
tion could legally prohibit stu-
dent governments from using
student fees to sue the State Board
or their university's administra-
tion, according to a state deputy
auorney general.
For the ASBSU and other
student governments, Deputy At-
torney General Bradley Hall's
preliminary fmdings would mean
that, student leaders could not
pay attorney fees and other liti-
gation costs from associated
student organization's budgets.
Those findings do not violate
students' First Amendment
rights, Hall said.
"We can't prohibit students
going to court, but we can con-
trol whether the board is going to
subsidize that," Hall said. Law-
yers could still represent student
groups pro bono or on a contin-
gency basis, he said.
However, the board has not
yet implemented such apolicy,
"In a lot of ways, the board
doesn't have anything to decide .
yet because students haven't
brought anything to the board,"
Hall said.
Board Public Affairs om-
cer BiIl Hargrove reiterated the
board has not yet taken action on
the matter.
At the board's request, Hall
researched similar cases in other
states and presented his findings
at a board meeting in mid-Octo-
ber.
Idaho's only pending stu-
dent litigation is at the Univer-
,sity ofldaho, where students wi1l·
vote later this month on whether
to sue their university adrnini-
straiion over thi s fall's $25-per-
semester fee hike .
"I th ink that's why the ques-
tion came up," Hall said.
r-------~-------~-----,FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR ISTUDENlS WHO NEED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is E\lglbIe for Some.1YPe of
Roanelsl Aid Regardless of GnKtes or f'IInInmIlnc:ome.
• We h.... d••• benk 01 'oYer 200,000 lletlnp 01 ectlolerehIp .. 'ello.
ehlpa, gren", .nd 10lIn" "fl'8"'ItIng over 110 billion In prtvat. - '
funding.
• M.nyachol... hlpa... glwn to lltuclenta b....r on lhelt ecademIc ~ta.
C8fH' pl.na. "mlly Ilert1ege lind plac:. of realdence.'
• Tile .. •• money _1abIe lor e1udentll who hew been .-.peper c:ert\ef1I,
grocery cl.rIce, cheerie.,.,.. non-emokefw, •• etc. .
• R.aulla GUARANTEED. '
i Atf¢~~~ , . ~~Qr34&:647)1 ._]L ~ ~'.__·~- ~~
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"SBSU.GeneralElections
••.PoUswin be ()penNov. 8frol1l ?a. m. to.7.p.m,
inth~SUBIObby,ancjfrotn9CJ.rn. t<:>.3P'Ill' at aU
other ••••location~ .•.·()n··.·• ..Doth ....dC1ys,· including, .,·.the
LibrarY,Business BuUejing,Eciucation, Building,
Morrison Center, Vo-Tech Buildi.,gandOld Gym.
trians,
• Part-time fee paying students
'should be represented more in
ASBSU.
• There should be more cooperation
between ASBSU and the general
student body. '
• There should be more overall
security on campus, especially when
there are large concerts at the Pavil-
ion.
classrooms. More parking space is
not necessary yet.
Daniel D. Robbins
o The administrtation should de-
velop a policy in dealing with stu-
dents on jury duty.
o Better campus lighting.
o We-need to be sure the voice of the
student lobby in the state capitol is
heard.
Marco Valle • A continued development and
• Bikes on campus -- bikes should expansion of the computer labs.
be allowed on campus. Tags should
be issued to them and a general set John Douglas Bartels
of rules to keep them in control. A • Library resources need to be im-
dateshouldbescrwberebtkcswoutd proved so that students will have,
not be allowed on campus because needed resources readily available
of the dangers of winter. Alsoadate at their disposal.
during the end of winter where • Child care services need to be
they'll be allowed on campus again. brought up to date with more fund-
o Escort service -- it should not be ing.
required at BSU since there has not • Campus security needs to be
bccnasmanyrapcsreportedatBSU strongly worked on to insure the
as rumor has it to be. safety of anyone on campus.
• Parking -- even though it is a • Keeping BSU the best college in
problem, the solution lies in the Idaho.
students commitment to park some-
where farther rather than closer to Ron Craig
their classroom. Students should • ISL -- against,
consider waking up 10 minutes ear- 0 Financial responsibility -- must
lier in order to find a parking space have it.
(close or far from their classrooms) 0 Bookstore needs to be mo.re re-
so that they could be on time to their search. .
ThefoUoViinginforrTlationwas compiled
directly f.rom'candidat.e.inforll'lation ~tatements.
EachcancUdatewqs'QskedtoUstfive major
issu~~_anqto~lu<?idatetheirposition on those is-
sues.
• I believe that student clubs and'
organizations fund requests should
be carefully reviewed and not sim-
ply rubber stamped by the senate.
• Parking problem -- we need a
more effective Parking Advisory
Board and an increase in the num-
ber of students willing to sit on the
board.
• Lack of student knowledge about
their government. I support all ef-
. forts to keep the student population
Ro~by Drmkall, aware of what their student govern-
• Bikes at ~SU -- dont ban them, mentdoesandhowitoperates. Just
but something sh~uld be don~. for yourinformation, each full-time
• Troops m foreign countnes -- student pays $16.50 a scmester to
President Bush is right. We n~ to help fund ASBSU.
make sure that we (USA) don t get 0 Bicycle problem -- we need to
take~ over. keep all avenues open and not allow
• Raise taxes -- No; taxes are al- ourselves to be forced to fol1ow a
ready too high .. '. plan dreamed up by the parking
• NASA ;- I think having a space committee. More students need to
program IS great. sitinontheParkingAdvisoryBoard
• USA vs. U.SSR -- the two can get and make their feelings known.
along. We Just need to work on a
better relationship. Christlne Rae Mattson
. • Parking issue -- I think that more
C~rt~ Osterloh. general parking should be allotted
• 1m m strong support of a student for the students in the main campus
book sale an~ in the past year I have area.
researc~ed <:tifferent plans and we • People who ride bicycles on cam-
are closing m on a plan for use at pus should be held as responsible as
BSU. drivers for "running down" pedes-
Karen Scherrer final examinations.
• Increascdcommunication between • Later hoiirs for the library during
ASBSU and students, the last two weeks of the semester-
• Better representation by ASBSU - students need extra time in the
senate. library during thc time.
, • The importance of starting a reey- • Banning bikes on campus - bi-
cling program on campus. cycles should not be banned.
• Escort system -- more people must • Possible tuition increases -- unless
become involved with and aware of absolutely necessary there should
the seeurity problems oncampus. not be any increases.
Teri Kennon
• Bikes on campus -- they need to
yield to pedestrians, but there are
possible solutions to making traffic
problems smoother.
.' Escort service -- should be imple-
mented.
• Infant day care -- major need for·
service on campus at. reasonable
cost.
• Fee increases are always a con-
cern, I would like to see them mini-
,mized when possible. "
• Alcohol o,ncampus -- get rid of the
rule or get rid of the alcohol.
thc-------------
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e.. Parking -- there's simply not
enough to accommodate the num-
ber of students. .
• Dead week -- a -week without
classes is essential in preparing for
GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.
Put your college degree to
work in the Air Force Officer
, Training School. Then, after graduating
from Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer with great
starting pay, complete medical and dental care,
30 days of vacation with pay per year and '
managemeilt opportunities. Learn if you qualify
for higher education if the Air Force. Call
USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Good ideas
about photo IDs
One of the last remaining vestiges of BSU's amateur
status is paper identification cards -- those flimsy destructible
blue cards. For years students have been asking why the
university has yet toimplement a program for real ill's. Darn
it, when are we going to stop lowering our heads around those
University of Idaho clowns who HAVE picture ill's?
It's not only a matter, of pride. Cards issued to first year
students could be kept until graduation (one card instead .of
eight, or nine, or). Picture ill's prevent loaning or transfer of
cards. A magnetic strip allows for the computerization of
many student affairs including library activities, insurance
refunds and student voting; Heck, computerized student ill's
allow for so much surveillance, it's a wonder we don't have
them already. '
The ASBSU Senate has passed a resolution, drafted by
Senators Osterloh and Michalscheck, calling on the admini-
stration to "do everything in their power to install a photo
identification." It's a step in the right direction and the
administration should move forward with-the development of
just such a program.
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Judicial malpractice
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We Americans are proud of
our free press. We take deserved
satisfaction from knowing we have
a "right to know," and a well fi-
nanced press and broadcast media
to keep us informed.
. One of the assumptions of
American political theorists, rang-
ing from the liberal left to the liber-
tarians, is the necessity of an unfet-
tered news media to the preserva-
tion of our political system and way
oflife. It is too bad most of us do not
The myth of "America's
outback"
can discover what they are trying to
sell.
My subscriptions to slick na-
tional news weeklies all lapsed long
before this article came out, and
besides the exorbitant cost, my rea-
sons for not reading these maga-
zines on a regular basis were aptly
illustrated by the outback article. I
quit trusting them. In short, I no
longer believed anything I read in
them enough to use.
The outback article was appar-
ently a case in point The number of
Idahoans taking issue with the ar-
ticle indicated that the piece con-
tained several outright mistakes and
other evidence of poor research and
an author writing aboutacompletely
unfamiliar subject. In addition, the
article's tone offended local read-
ers' sense of self- esteem, causing
them to go on the defensive against
an attack on local values and our
way oflife. However, no one both-
ered to look at what people outside
the region might read into the ar-
ticle.
What issues are on the national
agenda that might use the arguments
Newsweek presented?
Two things come immediately
to mind in answer to that question:
wilderness andmilitary prepared-
ness. These issues are public land
use problems, and are steady com-
ponents of Western politics. East
of Minneapolis, where public lands
are relatively rare, the question of
what to do with them is less impor-
tant Urban dwellers deal with urban
issues and seethe West as empty,
"The American press
may be free, but it is not
disinterested. "
little used and a nice place to visit
Herein the West, decisions regard-
ing the public lands affect us imme-
diately, daily, socially, psychologi-
cally and economically. .
The lack of consensus among
Idahoans on the wilderness desig-
nation problem reflects this diver-
sity of public land !JSein the state.
However, if Newsweek's assump-
tions about the West are taken at
face value, the nation could declare
the Great Basin a wilderness pre-
serve without Serious damage to
either the regional or national econ-
omy. Small oases, such as Boise
and Salt Lake City, could easily be
set aside for human use where it is
well established.
The U.S. Air Force needs an-"
other enormous target range for its
inexperienced or inept pilots on
which to practice and the Montana
National Guard needs about 1,500
square miles for reckless tank driv-
ers to maneuver over so they will
not have to drive clear to Boise for
annual training. Given the
Newsweek assumptions once again,
no better area for these acuviucs
exists than the American West.
Other than an occasional roaming
buffalo, or some playing deer and
antelope, no one would be disturbed
by the noise and dust such military
exercises create.
"Urban dwellers see the
west as empty, little used
and a nice place to visit. "
Vote, vote, vote Home, home on the range
Every semester $16.50 of your fees go to the Associated
allows for so much surveillance, it's a wonder we don't have by David Kennedy
games, or 22 draughts of Rainer or Oly at the Cactus Bar The UniversityNews
(we're talking high stakes here).
The problem is that most students never make an effort to
see how the money is spent. The ASBSU budget, to the tune
of a quarter of a million dollars a year, is handed out with
painfully little scrutiny. Sixty or so clubs get involved every
year long enough to fill their own pockets and split. Aside
from them, only a handful of people ever give legitimate
feedback. ' "
The saddest episode is the low turnout at election time.
The fall elections are renowned for their low turnout. A year
ago, after the fall elections were aborted due to human error,
370 people elected -7 senators. That, folks, is less than a 5
percent voter turnout. Spring elections, when the president
.and vice president are chosen, regularly tap between 15and 20
percent of the students. .
There are many reasons to get out and vote for ASBSU
officers, 33 of them are financial. Aside from that, however,
is the fact that the administration often turns to ASBSU for the
"students' opinion." It may be a good idea to make sure that
their opinion isthe same as.yours, It may be a good idea to
have more than 370 people show up to elect eight new
Senators, the majority of the Senate. .
If you can .get your hands on acandidate, ask .them
important, difficult questions. Try to be in the.cafeteria on
- Tuesday, Nov. 7 at noon to witness the candidate forum. And
when Wednesday and Thursday roll around, get out there and
vote! ,"
go to the trouble of keeping our-
selves informed. Instead, most
Americans just let others inform
them and really only know what
someone in an editorial meeting
decided we should learn.
We accept what appears on the
. front pages, or in an hour of televi-
sion, as all the news there is. When
was the last time you questioned a
news story enough to find another
source.of information? A recent
Newsweek article stirred a lot of
comment among local people, but
missed a special lesson about the
American' press.
At the risk of exposing my
ignorance and illiteracy I have to
Scott Tyler, Gregory Johnson. Shawn Eichner. David admit that I have not seen, nor do I
Blal k, . . have any intention of reading, the
OC • well-known' article in Newsweek
These four people have been imprisoned under an unjust about it region stretching from
law. The morning after the recently adopted Flag Desecration 'Minnesota's western 'border to the
Act went into effect, these four were arrestedfor violating the western slopes of the Cascade
new law on the steps of the Supreme Court. Their's is the first, Range. America's outback, they
court challenge of the new law , and hopefully the -last.· .caned it, a land of endless deseits,
.. Even the authors of the law admit that the statute won't devoid 'of wOrthwhile .human val-
. . ues or productive human POPu41-'
stand up to aconstitutiorial challenge. The dark side of this lion. According toseveral accounts,
reality is that hardcore right-wingers will return with a consti- our homeland was not even worthy
mtional.amendment after the Iaw is overturned. ' of giving back to the Indians.
Legislating.against forms of expression.is unjust and But then.what should one
contrary to the rights laid out in the Constitution.In all reality, expect from thoseEastem worship-
. al h be . th . .. pees of the corporate culture. Thisas soon as congressiom c est- atersput away eirpatnonc is the American free press, the First
rhetoric and deal with real issues, flag-burning dissent will Amendment, at work. It makes per-
most likely go away. Wake up, Mr. Bush, Mr. Helms, Mr. fectly good sense as long as one
Symms ... these four people are trying to tell you something. remembers who owns the press and
Largeamountsof western stales
are already taken up by military ac-
tivities-Hill Air Force Base in
Utah, Fallon Naval Air Station and
Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada all
have extensive firing ranges at-
tached, not to mention the large
tracts set aside for nuclear weapons
research and development. The
additional seem small by compari-
son. These are only two of many
agendas that affect "America's
Outback."
In short, we should see,the
Newsweefarticleasa'waming. The
American pressm~ybe free, but it
is not disinterested. Read carefully,
with an eye to the interests it repre-
sents, it will serve us well. Taken
literally. without careful critical
analysis, .it can fog- our thinking,
obscure the truth and circumvent
our political. system. Thus,being
well-informed requires more effort
on our part than merely reading a
newspaper. It requires thinking
about what we read.
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enceand technologies. Some people
who do not understand nuclear
sciences really are afraid of the
radioactivity and radiation that are
perceived to be associated with
them. The scientific' community
should make a concerted effort to
enhance public understanding of
these technologies. As with the
Editor: historical examples above, fear will
During thepast few years nega- diminish as knowledge expands. ~
tive and sensational stories about There is still a vocal segment of
the Idaho National Engineering society that opposes anything and
Laboratory (INEL), especially on everything nuclear, often confus-
nuclear waste topics, have increased ing- nuclear weapons technologies
dramatically. Almost daily we read with the distinctly different and
or hear reports of leaks, contamina- generally unrelated civilian tech-
tions or other "serious incidents." nologies. As a citizen of the United
As a result, a significant number of States, I can certainly tolerate the
people now believe that activities opinions of people who philosophi-
there really are dangerous and out cally object to military defense.
of control. . However, as a scientist it is difficult
It is neither surprising nor for me to tolerate technically inac-
unusual for people to distrust new curate and scientifically unfounded
technologies and industry, espe- statements (often by the same
ciall y if they're somewhat exotic or - people) that INEL activities threaten
'difficult to understand. Even when the health and safety ofIdaho's citi-
those fears are based on perceived zens. The Snake River Alliance and
rather than actual dangers, their others who publicly make such state-
concerns are real' and sincere and mcnts to the news media have de-
certainly deserve to be considered. c1ined every invitation to date to
Throughout history, people share the basis for their claims' with
have feared and opposed new sci- Idaho's scientific and technical
community, including the' Idaho
Section of the American Nuclear
Society and the Idaho Academy of
Science. Their refusal to share their
information with the people who
could take corrective action (if it
were true) reinforces my opinion
that their negative and sensational
claims are unfounded.
to publish all of the bloody "de-
tails." Whether true or false. all
gore does not need to be reported
except, perhaps, in the National
Enquirer.
Clearly, sending students out
onto the streets before dawn to jay-
walk and beg donations from com-
muters is dangerous. (Apparemly, a
student was injured in this year's
march.) It is also a nuisance. I was
enraged when. traffic halted at a
green light due to a Vo-Tech beggar
as I hurried to compete for one of
few parking spaces.
What happens to the funds
raised by this hassle? Acertainshare
goes to support the accompanying
party. Most of the rest is distributed
back to the beggars themselves.
Which students get the money?
Generally those with financial need
or good grades. It is no coincidence
that working while attending school
helps the pocketbook while causing
grades to suffer. To a degree then, it
is those students who don't work
who get the money!
Help-wanted signs are posted
all over town. 'A few hours' work by
each student involved in the march
,would raise the same sum of money.
The community receives one
clear message. that Yo-Tech stu-
dents are bums. The message is
wrong. End the Hobo March.
Gary Peterson
INELactivists
unscientific Donald W. Lojek
EdiJor's note: Before running the
two occult articles in the Oct. 30
issue. The University News editors
discussed the stories' content, and
it was decided that although the
content appeared to be sensational,
it hlas the nature of the stories.
Larry Purviance reported and wrote
the information in a professional
and responsible manner. We con-
tinue to stand behind Larry and our
decision to run the articles.
Philip A. Anderson
Idaho Academy of Science
Pocatello
'Occult story
overdone
Editor:
The stories on occult activities
in Idaho and the memoirs of the
satanist in your Oct. 30cdition were
in extremely bad taste as written. If
the stories are true. then it would be
appropriate to involve the Idaho
Attorney General and the Ada
County Prosecuting Attorney. If
the stories are not true, then you
should' examine your gullibility. I
am sorry that you felt it appropriate
Stop annual
Hobo March
Editor:
• oj
The Hobo March should end. It
is dangerous, annoying, improper,
and most important, it sends an
incorrect message to the commu-
nity.
*************** The BSabout the ASBSUSenate***************
Bill had no resistance from either
Ron Craig or Curtis Osterloh, and
passed quite easily. I asked Senator
Peters (who happens to be an Ac-
counting major), "How will this
benefit the student body?" Of course
he didn't have a worthwhile an-
swer, and he appeared quite nerv-
ous during our interaction. .
I would also like to ask Curtis
Osterloh and Ron Craig if their
responsibilities are still the same as
when they opposed Bill #3? Per-
haps their responsibility is self-serv-
ing, and they abuse their positions.
I am not a Senator, but my respon-
sibility is to fairness and justice for
students. Please don 't vote forCurtis
Osterloh, Ron Craig, or Chris Pe-
ters.
my name tag while on campus and
speaking tomy classes. I felt that by
wearing my name tag I could be-
come accountable to those students
I represent. I also felt that being a
representative of those students I
should make known what issues are
currently being debated in the Stu-
dent Senate and make them known
in my classes. I've done this and
have been kept busy pursuing stu-
(lent issues.
Now that is what I had in mind,
you the students are the ones that
allow me to be effective as your
representative and you can't do that
if you don't know who I am except
during the elections. Now that I'm
available I feel that I'm doing a
better job.
Currently, I am an active Stu-
dent Senator pursuing still more
issues important to the students of
BSU.Ihopethatinmyshorttimein
. office I have shown that I have the
ability to represent those students
well and am deserving of your vote.
rather than be resolved and not much other job.
can be accomplished. Last semester, Osterloh- ac-
Well,that'stheproblem. Some cepted the position of Senate Pro
senators did ask for answers to their Tern, which is a 12-month position,
questions on recent legislation. even though he knew beforehand
They do on present legislation, and he would be gone over the summer
they will on future legislation. months. His appointed representa-
Students, do you want representa- ,tive was Mike Haddon, who also
rives who are willing to throw your was gone for the summer. This left
money right and left, without in- the Senate with no power. Students
quiring where, when, why, towhom, had no voice in decisions affecting
and for what it is going towards? their college life for thrce months.
I'll say it again; these people are Thanks, Curtis. Better begin look-
doing their jobs, and the ones will- ing for a new job.
ing to stick their necks out are to be Chris Peters, that boyish
commended rather than having their shadow of Osterloh, is a disgrace to
hands slapped. the Senate. If this person represents
Furthermore, anyone wishing us, we're in a hell ora lot of trouble.
to read the Student Senate Minutes He recently introduced 'Senate Bill
for Sept. 28, 1989, will find that Number Hlwhichgavethcaccount-.
when the questions were answered, ing club $808 to send 10accounting
the bill passed with a unanimous majors to a conference. Peters is an
vote, with no negative debate, and accounting major. Coincidence or
with several· instances of positive camaraderie? Representing the
debate.' B:SUstudent body or BSU account-
, What I'm suggesting is that as ing majors?
active students of BSU, each of us Osterloh, half of this twinkle
follow a good example, question- duo, recently attacked Senate Bill
ing the issues in front of us, and',' Number 3 like there was no tomor-
finding answers for ourselves. The row. Senate Bill Number 3 would
right answers. Assuming doesn't have added $1,500 to an already
count. existing $10,000 budget established
to fund Martin Luther King, Jr.
events next semester. It would have
helped to fund the costs of bringing
Martin Luther King III to BSU.
Osterloh's main concern was that
, notenough students were interested
in this type of activity, that BSU
would not gain from the event. But
BSU would surely gain by sending
10 accounting majors to a confer-
ence. Senate Bill Number 3was
passed through the Senate. but after
leg workand petition collecting on
the part of event organizers. But
Osterloh praised theaccounting club
legislation like God pad scribed it
These two have not represented
students. The election is Nov. 8 and
9. Further, a 'recall election is being
organized to rid the Senate of un-
necessary baggage. Show them with
your vote. Make them account for
their actions at the debate to be held .
in the Union Street Cafe this Tues-
day, Nov. 7. See youthere, and at
the polls.
Senate MlK
vote unfair
Editor:
I am extremely disturbed by
the inconsistency of three ASBSU
Senators. Senators Curtis Osterloh,
Chris Peters and Ron Craig seem to
have a fluctuating interpretation of
their responsibilities as ASBSU
Senators. To illustrate my state-
ment, I would like to compare Sen-
ate Bill #3 and #10.
Senate Bill #3 was sponsored
by Senator Karen Scheffer, and
allocated $1 ,500 to the BSU Martin
Luther King, Jr. Committee. This
committee was formed by Presi-
dent Keiser, and consists of faculty,
staff and students. The MLK Com-
mittee will use the money from
ASBSU to assist in implementing a _
series of events scheduled for the Big plans for
_week of the MLK, Jr. Holiday. All, .
of these events have a focus of the future
educating students and the commu-' " '
nity about-the universal ideals of Recall.,effort
Dr. King. SinceIdahoisoneofonly· Editor:
, three states which docs not recog- Whenlfustconsideredgetting m'l-sg' ulded
nize MLK Day as a legal holiday, appointed to the ASBSU Senate I
our programming can have an im- was considering only that I had .
pact throughout Idaho. started a project for the good of the Editor:
We received a great deal of students and wanted to finish it. . Last week some individuals
resistance from Senators Curtis That project Was started while Iwas announced their intent to initiate a
Osterloh,Chris Petersand Ron the ASBSU Student Lobbyist in the recall. on three ASBSU senators .
. Craig. The Senate hearings were. legislature. The project dealt with Issue at hand? I suppose their point
very heated, and at times seemed the arbitrary actions of the faculty was to question the way these sena- Editor:
more like an interrogation than a in dealing with students called to tors are doing their job. Well, th,e . Senator-At-Largcelectionsarc
hearing. The question that Senator the civic responsibility for jury duty. point is lost. . coming up this Wednesday and
Osterloh asked several times was, Since there was no written policy In September, Senate Bill #3 Thursday, and I would like to ad-
"Howwillthisprogrambenefitthe dictating how students should be was presented to the Budget and dress the studentsonthe re-election
student body?" Formostconscious treated by faculty in dealing with Finance committee. Questions of Curtis Osterloh and Chris Peters.
people, the answer is obvious, but the issues and hardships imposed concerning the bill were raised by My intent is to argue that these two
Osterloh then stated his responsi- while serving jury duty, I found I the committee members, and that's have not represented student inter-
bility as a Senator, to make sure had discovered my first issue to when the sparks started to fly. ests, and area detriment to the stu-
ASBSU funds support projects that tackle as a Senator for the students. The purpose of committee dent senate serving BSU students.
will give students their money's The jury duty policy is currently meetings is for the members to scru- Every semester, the 8,000 full-
worth. Senate Bill #3 finally passed, being drafted by the Faculty Senate. tinize the legislature before them; it time students pay ASBSU$132,OOO
but only after hours of debate and Since I was appointed in Sep- is a time for questionstobe an- for their needs ($264,000 for the
unnecessary hassling. tember, I have pursued many is- swered, holes to be filled, and if. ' fiscal year). The Senators receive
Senate BiJI#10 was sponsored sues. One of the most important is necessary, amendments tobe made. $150.00 per month, plus a neat little
by Senator Peters, and allocated the lack of visibility of th~ AS~SY If the committee fails to do this and title for their corporate-monkey-
$808 to Beta Alpha Psi (Accou.nt- . S~nators?~ camp~s. WIth this m just rushes the legislation to the Trump-wanna-be-resume. Asinthe
ing Club), to assist them in sending mind, I fmed Wl~ a few o~er senate to be debated right off the U.S. Senate, they must be account-
10 members to a convention. This Senators 10 the practice ofweanng . bat,the questions will multiply able for their actions, or lookforan-
Eric Love, President
Black Student Union
Editors note: This letter was edited
for ,length.
Dan Robbins
Nadine Michalscheck
Arts & Sciences Senator
Senators out
of line
Joel Sanda
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Earn credit
on. trips
abroad
International Travel Programs,
Office of Continuing Education, San
Jose State University, San Jose, CA
95192-0135.
Democratic'
_party to
Twenty-one travel programs meet
for 1990 will venture to most conti-
nents of the world and offer univer-
sity degree credit for participating
in a series of study vacations of-
fered by San Jose State University.
The study vacations arc open to any
adult who wishes to participate. You
do not have to already attend SJSU
to be included.
Language study in France and
Mexico arc offered, as is a theatre
program in London which includes
viewing plays and going behind the
scenes to talk with those in London
who produce and presentli ve drama.
Culture is the emphasis of many
programs, including tours of Italy,
Brazil, the Soviet Union, and South-
east Asia.
'.Close-up study of wildlife and
birdlife is included with tours to the
Galapagos Islands and Ecuador, and
Kenya.
Summer session in London,'
with no need for a second language
skill, is also included.
For a free catalog including all
itineraries and registration informa-
tion, cal1 (408) 924-2680 or write:
The Ada County Democratic
District 19 Central Committee will
meet on Thursday, Nov. 9th at 7:30
p.m. to choose three names to sub-
mit to Governor Cecil Andrus to
replace Senator Gail E. Bray who
recently resigned. Under state law,
the Governor then has 15 days to
choose one of the three to replace
Senator Bray.
The meeting will be held at
BSU, Student Union Building,
Senate Chambers on the 2nd floor.
Any qualified person interested
in becoming a nominee for the
Senate District 19 vacancy must
submit a written statementannounc-
. ing such intention to District 19
Chairman Barbara Roberts, 1701
North 21st Street, Boise, Idaho
83702 by Tuesday, Nov. 7. The
statement must be in her hand by
'5:00 p.m.
The constitutional qualifica-
tions req uired to fill a vacant legis-
lative office arc to be a qualified
elector (i.e. to be 18 years of age and
registered to vole) and to have been
a resident of District 19 for one year
prior to the appointment.
On Nov. 9, the committee will
meet and. hear from all qualified
applicants, with a vote on the-three
nominations to follow.
For additional information,
please contact Barbara Roberts, 342-
4711.
Child abuse
workshop
Nov. 16-18
Child Sexual Abuse is the fo-
cus of a workshop scheduled for
Nov. 16-18. During the course of
the workshop partici pants willlcarn
how to detect and respond to this
growing problem. Workshop lead-
ers. will share their professional
experience and layout the pathway
lo improved skills needed to cope
with Child Sexual Abuse victims.
The workshop begins Thurs-
day evening and continues until mid-.
day on Saturday. This concentrated
format allows participants to gain
the greatest amount of educational
experience and hone skills with a
limited amount of time away from
-their school duties. .
Credit is available for those
who choose to receive either con-
tinuingeducation unitsor acadcmic
workshop credit To receive credit
requires a modest additional fee,
based on the choice of credit.
Space is limited to the first 45
paid registrations.
Spring
registration
correction
Students registering Nov. 13-
Dec. 1 should note that an error was
made on the registration appoint-
ment letter, It shows a registration
appointment time of 1 a.m, to 2
a.m., 2 a.m, to 3 a.m., 3 a.m. to 4
a.m.or4a.m t05. Please change the
time from a.m. to p.m.
The registrar's office regrets the
confusion this error has caused. If
you have questions, please call the
registrar's office at 385-3486.
Discover
Boise holds
free info fair
The Discover Boise Group of
the YWCA is holding a free infor-
mation fair Nov. 8 from 4 to 7 p.m.
Rcprcscruativcs from City
Parks and Recreation, Bogus Basin
Visitors and Convention Bureau'
.BSU, city and. county official~
among others will be available for
anyone who wants to learn more
about the Boise community.
For more informationcontact
Stanton Hawes at 343-3688.
Culinaryarts
serves up
yummies
Culinary arts students in BSU's
School of Vocational Technical
Education will heap plates with
delicious dishes for special lunch-
cons in November. The luncheons
will be served from 11:30 a.m.-I
p.m, Wednesdays starting Nov. 8 in
the Culinary Arts Building, 1310
University Drive.
The cost is $3.75, which in-
cludes a beverage. and dessert:
.On Nov. 8, feast on ail-Ameri-
can meal of pot roast, fresh rolls and
potatoes. American Regional isthc
theme Nov. IS, with New England-
style dishes, Cajun food and oilier
favorites. Traditional Thanksgiv-
ing dishes such as turkey,stuffing
and gravy are featured Nov. 22 for
the Holiday Buffet, and Italian
dishes arc on the menu Nov. 29.
For more information, contact
culinary arts instructor Julie Kuhn
at 385-1957.
With into h
you caneven do
. Madrltosh@computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale,
. Through January 31,you can save. hundreds of-dollars 'on a variety
of Apple@Macintosh computers and peripherals. . .
'. So-now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The
Macin~osh Sale, you can wind up with much more ora computer .
. ' . Without spending a lot more money. .'
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pros-peel' (pros'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2.' prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore
or search about.
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Babylon A.D. to rock the Zoo Nov. 9
by PhillipVon Borgen Eif:::la-
The University News ~
Two days ago I got the chance to
interview Babylon A.D., a hard rock
band on the brink of big success.
Although I had never heard the band
before the interview, one listen to their
debut LP Babylon AD., and I was
hooked on their bluesy, arena-rock
sound. This hot quintet from San
Francisco is now on a club tour all over
the Northwest and will be stopping in
Boise for a show on Nov. 9 at the Zoo,
12th and Front The lead singer took
some time off from his busy schedule to
talk with me over the phone.
P. V.: How does it feel to be the
first hard rock bank signed by Arista
Records?
Derek: There is a lot of competi-
tion. When you think about how many
bands are out there sending tapes to the
record labels, some band is going to get
overlooked when there areH)() tapes in
front of them. The bands that are
signed to major labels and have big
budgets, even though they may have no
talent, get big by having the label's •
telemarketing department call MTV's
Dial M7V to jack up their chances of
being played. We won't do that, and
we already have a video on Head-
bangers Ball for the song "Hammer
Swings Down." Itwill be on Hard 30
during the afternoon in a couple of
weeks. On the other side, rock fans
have the job of trying to weed out the
good and the bad from the overflow of
new rock bands and it sometimes
doesn't work. Bands nowadays are
marketed on their cute looks, not their
talent and sound.
P.V.: What do you think separates
Babylon A.D. from other bands such as
Warrant, Poison, and Bon Jovi? .
Derek: We put on a raw, live show
where theirs are more polished.
They got themselves known through
modem techniques, such as MTV.
We're doing it the way Aerosmith,
Kiss, and Cheap Trick did it, by word of
mouth by rock fans all over. We're
starting at street level and working our
way up naturally.
P.V.: When you sit down to write a
,song, is your plan to please the general
rock fan. or do you write them from the
gut to satisfy yourselves?
Derek: Kinda both. We write
songs that mean something to us but
also ones the fans can understand and
appreciate. We try to express our ideas
in a way everyone will understand. Our
songs are not the typical rock songs
about guy meets girl and cries and all
that crap.
P. V. : Do you have any arena tours
at this time?
Derek: Not at this time, I'm not
saying we don't want to, but we don't
have any plans yet.
P. V.: You'll be playing at the Zoo
here in Boise. What should we expect
from your live show?
Derek: Itwill beas tight as the
album, and just as raw too. We arc not
the type of band that just stands there
and goes through their set just posing
and pouting. It'll be a kick-ass show
with audience participation. A lot of
bands hype their musie with special
effects, we just do a high energy, raw
show every time we play.
p.v.: David Lee Roth once said
back in his Van Halen days, ':We're not
this way beeause we are in a rock'n roll
band, we arca rock'n roll band because
we arc this way." Which one best
describes Babylon A.D.?
Derek: We feel the same way as
Roth did. If it were not for Babylon '
A.D., we would have been working on
cars, married, and getting drunk every
night. This band pulled us together and
directed our energy into something
good, music.
.Usually when I review an LP,lfind
three-four songs that are weak and
mcdiocre-e-songs that seem to just be
thrown in to complete the album. Not
so with Babylon A.D. 's debut LP,
Babylon AD. Every song on this
album is a potential hit, without being
commercial or polished. Side one is
filled with arena rockers such as
"Hammer Swings Down," a fatal
attraction in reverse, "Bang go the
.Bells," and "Caught in the Crossfire.'
Side two is a bit more diverse, a bluesy
acoustic number called "Maryanne" and
a funky rhythmic song in "Sweet
Temptation." This album hits all the
right buttons and gives the rock fan a
taste of just how talented and unique
Babylon A.D. are.
Most rock fans would like to have
seen their favorite now-famous band
before they made it big. Here's a chance
to sec a band destined for success up-
close and personal. Of course you could
wait until the next time they come to
town and sit in those cramped blue and
orange seats at parquet level at the -
Pavilion.
Catch Babylon A.D and local bands
Living End and Crossfire Nov. 9 at the
Zoo. Show starts at 8:30 p.m, Tickets
are available at the door for $5.
Anti-war historian to speak at BSU
HowardZlnn
Howard Zinn, an anti-war
activist and former Boston University
.political science professor, will speak
on History: Neutrality or Commitment?
at 8 p.m, Nov. 9 in the Student Union
Ballroom. .
The author of A People's
History of the United States, a text on
America's grassroots movements and
the political lives. of ordinary people,
Zinn has lectured at more than 200
colleges in the United States and
abroad. He is 'considered an expert on
issues from the Constitution to tOO
judicial system, U.S. foreign policy and
civil disobedience.
Twice a Ford Foundation "
Fellowship recipient, Zinn received his
bachelor's and master's degrees from
New York University and his doctorate
from Columbia University.
In 1988, after 32 years of
teaching, Zinn retired from BU to
pursue a longtime interest in play-
writing and political activism. Zinn is
the author of two plays: Emma, on the
life of anarchist feminist Emma
Goldman, and UnsafeDistances, about
a family in conflict over working for the
military. His articles and essays have
been published in 20 books and more
than 50 magazines, including Harper's,
The New Republic and The New York
Times.
Zinn's lecture is sponsored by
the Student Programs Board lecture
committee .. Students will be admitted
free at the door with a current student
activity card. Tickets are $3 general
admission and $2 BSU faculty and staff
from aU Select-a-Seat outlets.
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It begins at home:
Slashing
into uncut
violence
by CllffHqll "Jt::n
The University News
WesCraven'sdoneitagain. His
newest horror film; Shocker, was submit-
ted to the motion picture ratings board, a
voluntary yet clearly important proce-
dure, over five times the week before it
was released. The "censors" repeatedly
gave it an "X", a sure fife bet that it won't
be shown in wide release-e-where the
money is. made. The filmmakers were
forced to cut more and more of thevio-
lcnce, but it remains upsetting.
Like many of Craven's flicks,
Shocker, with its lead character a mul-
tiple-murdering maniac given strength by
his electric chair "dcath,"is loaded with
tons of violence-Friday the 13th! Night-
mare on Elm Street violence. Necks arc
slashed, limbs arc ripped from bodies,
various objects d' jour arc plunged into
chests and backs,
While watching these films it's
easy to forget. some "new horror" film
genre basics. The victims are, generally,
female, teenagers, or both. The fiend is
fairly unstoppable and almostalways male.
The endings of these films arc never a
commitment to a safer world nor a release
from the blood bath. This is usually
because the killer must survive to make
more money for the studio--and whoever
created him.
Shocker is, unfortunately, just
one recent example. And, unlike many
violent adult films (ie. Black Rain, Fatal
Attraction) where the blood is often spilt
with less graphic gusto and usually re-
served for effect in one or two scenes,
Shocker drips red throughout-as do so
many other psucdo-horror films from the
past ten years aimed at the youth market.
It has at least 12 different moments where
the violence is at the forefront, i.e., ex-
treme close-ups of skin peeling back and
blood oozing after the machete has sliced .
the skin. .
Now I read where the director
has vowed to release Shocker in iis origi-
nally X-rated, uncut form on video. This
is also exactly what will happen. when the
newest Nightmare on Elm Street, The
Dream Child, gets its home video release
on Dec. 20. These arc just two of a long
list ...
I once visited my fifteen-year-
old brother and noticed he was watching
a particularly violent movie with friends.
The youngest child in the room was. a
nine-year-old neighbor. Iasked my brother
how he got hold of this particular flick and
he told me that his friend's mother got it
for them to watch while she was out
shopping. The title of the film was Last
House on the Left, oneofthemost disgust"
ing and violent films ever made.
My brother had heard at school
that it was a "great one to watch" and
reassured me that "everyone's seen it." I
hope not.
Is there anything that can be done
to hclpminimalize the.availability of these
particular films to our youth? I'magainst
censorship of any kind. And yet Ifeel that
our society could be just a little more
resoponsible about the age at which chil-
dren are allowed to see these types of
movies, especially when they. are uncut
and unrated and carry the impact they do:
theeondoning of extreme violence against
women and children.
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SPB' film, Wings of Desire. 8 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge. All SPB-
sponsored films are free to BSU students
with activity cards, $1 for BSU faculty and
staff and high schoolstudents and $2.50 for
the general public. Wings of Desire is a fairy
tale about a pair of angels who wander
through the streets of West Berlin wondering
what it would be liketo be human.
Wings of Desire
ASBSU Student Elections, must have
student J.D. and photo J.D. to vote. Polls
are open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at all
locations. " .•
Campus Craft Co. Bazaar, sponsored
by the Women of BSU. 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. on
Nov. 9th and 10th, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. on Nov.
11, and 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.on Nov. 12.
Curriculum Planning; a lecture
sponsored by BSU's non-traditional student
group, noon -1:30 p.m., Student Union
Clearwater Room.
ASBSU Senate meeting, 4 p.rn.,
Student Union Senate Chambers.
Wheres Animal? with the Muppet
Babies, 7 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets for this
family night performance are $5. The
Muppet Babies run through Nov. 12 and
tickets are $9 general admission and $7
children for children under 12. Tickets are
available from all Select-a-Scat outlets.
Volleyball, B$U vs, Eastern Washington,
7:30 p.m., Human Performance Center.
WlJite Magic. a Warren Miller Ski film
sponsored by the Bogus Basin Ski Club,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center. Tickets are $7
from all Select-a-Scat outlets.
Normandi Ellis, BSU English professor
and author of the book Awakening Osiris -'
The Eygptian Book of the Dead, a lecture
sponsored by the Anthropology Club, 7:30
p.m, Student Union Nez Perce Room.
Historian and poIiticalscientist
Howard Zinn speaking on History:
Neutrality or Commiumenti , 8:
p.m., Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored
by the SPB lectures committee. Tickets are
free for students and available at the door.
General Admission is $3 and $2 fur BSU
faculty and staff from all Select-a-Seat
outlets. '
Howard
Zinn
ASBSU Student Elections, must have
student J.D. and photo J.D. to vote. Vote in
the student union lobby from 9 a.m, - 7
p.m: a~d 9 a.'!!..to 3 p.m in the Library,
Education BUIlding, Business Building,
Education Building, Morrison Center, Vo-
Tech and Old Gym. .
Thorton Wilde's The Skin of Our
Teeth,sponsored by the Idaho Shakespeare
Festival and the theatre arts department; 8:15
p.m., SPEC. Tickets for this show only are
$5. The play runs Nov:9 through Nov. 12
and Nov. 1-7 throughtl9. Tickets are $11
adults and $7 for students and seniors,
Babylon A.D., Living End and
Crossfire in concert, 8:30 p.IO.• The
Zoo at 12th and Front, $5 cover.
Uncertain Texas, Student Activities fall
daytime program, 11:45 a.m, - 1 p.m.,
Student Union Union Street cafe, free.
Fall all-American Luncheon, 11:30
a.m. - 1:30 p.m .• Culinary Arts Building.
McaI is prepared by BSU culinary arts
. students and costs $3.75 including a
beverage and dessert ' ,
Arsene Lupin contreHerlock
S~olmes, Frenc~ videotapesponsored by
Cmeclub Francais, 6:30 p.m., Education
Bldg .• room 332, free.
Soprano Lesley Bean, senior recital,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall
free.· •
The Black Watch. Scottish pipes. drums
and dancers. 8 p.m .•Pavilion. Ticket are $12
gerieral admission and $10 seniors and
children under 12 from all Select-a-Seat
outlets. '
Lesley Bean
- ~_. ". _..... ~__ .0'_, •• _•. _~. __ ......_ .. < __ ~"_ ••• _ ..... _.. ;..,..;.,. ••• ~._ •• '."
"
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Trumpet masterclass with David
Hickman; 4 p.m., Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Free. Call 385-1771 for more
information.
SPB film, Heathers, 8 p.m., Student
Union Ada Lounge. Heathers is one of the
most talked-about films of the year. This
satire/comedy focuses on teen-agers' warped
values and snobbish group behavior in '
middle America.
Noon Buffoons sponsored by the
SPB comedy committee, noon, Student
Union Boisean Lounge, free, featuring
comedians Mike Sterner and James
Stephens.
The Leonardo Trio
Wheres Animal? starring the
Muppet Babies, I and 5 p.m., Pavilion.
Tickets for today's shows only are $6.50
with coupon from Mcfxmalds,
SPB film, The Brothers Quay and Painted
Landscapes, 8 p.m., Student Union Ada
Lounge. The BrothersQuay is a look at the
very heart of human subconsciousness, as
portrayed by two American twins who live
and work in London. Painted Landscapes is a
film which focuses on the art of such current
issues as apartheid, nuclcararms and
violence against women.
The Skin of Our Teetll, 8:15 p.m.,
SPEC.
MONDAY,N°V.l~
" ...,James Stephens
My Fair Lady, the Broadway touring
production, 8 p.m., Morrison Center,
Tickets are $23, $18 and $16 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets.
'SPB Film, Casablanca, , 8 p.m., Student
Union Ada Lounge. Casablanca portrays the
romance between nightclub owner
Humphrey Bogart and old flame Ingrid
Bergman during World War II, in classic
black and white.
Women's basketball exhibition
game, BSU vs. Salvation Army, 7:30
p.m., Pavilion.
Wheres Animal? starring the
Muppet Babies, 7 p.m., the Pavilion.
The Walkabouts, the Screws and the
Dirt Fishermen in concert, The Zoo
located at 12th and Front.
..~.' N'" 0 . . ~- '.':"~
, ~". '
"' . ~ , .",-,
The Skin of Our Teeth, 8:15, SPEC.
The Leonardo Trio, 8 p.m., Morrison
. Center Recital Hall. Tickets arc $38 adults
and $30 students and seniors. Call 385-1216
for more information.
, -
).' . ;;; ..
•.SATURD~¥,N ?V, 11 .:
~ , ~ . ...
.Football, BSU vs-.Eastern Washington, I
p.m., Bronco Stadium.
Cow Patty Polka, a fundraiser for the
• Drafting Club, noon- 3 p.m., Bronco
Stadiumparking lot
Pianist David Tacher, senior recital, 6
p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall, free.
Volleyball, BS,U vs. Nevada-Reno, 7:30
p.m., Human Performance Center. •
.. Trumpte~',David Hickman with the
Boise Philharmonic, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center.
The Skin of OurTe~th,8:15, SPEC.
Wheres Animal? starring the
l,\1uppet Babies, 7 p.m., the Pavilion.
David Tocher
through N°Y.12
Arts for Christmas Sale,
Boise Art Museum, 10 a.m - 8 p.m.
weekdays and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, weekends.
through N°V. 17
.Nine Idaho Photographers
and Sculptors: Idaho's Own, BSU
.Gallery of Art in the Liberal Arts Building.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
tbfougb Friday and weekends from Ip.m, to
5 p.m.
AdYerilsing 'Club .-
Meeting Mondays at 6 p.m. In the Student
Union Caribou room. For more information call
Nelda at 344~1168.
Gay'and-lesblan Alliance (GALA) ,
Meetings are Fridays at 7 p.m., Student Union
Annex. 1005 Michigan Ave. (Across UniversitY
Drive from the Student Union). Questions? Can
Ann 345-7495 or Biianat 336-5160.-
Dama Soghop (NaUve AmerIcan ClUb)
Meeting Nov. 22 atA p.m. in the Student Union
Annex II.
PhI Alpha Theta-History Club
Meets 2nd & 4th Thursdays of every month at
2:30 pm. in the History Dept. conference
room.
Chi Alpha (PentaeOstal Movement of BSU)
Meeting Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Owyhee room. For more information Cilll
344-8659.
FronUlnes
Meeting Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union Owyhee rOQt11.Rock·n·RoIllnsight
·Hell's Bells·.'
C8mJ)Us Crusade for Christ .
Meetings are Friday nights at 7:30 p.m: in
. Business Building room 1,02.
Outsiders
Meeting - Wed. Nov. 8 at 7 pm, in the Student
UniOl'i. for more information caD the Outdoor
Rental Center at 385-1946
ASBSU I'KOgnlPd c1ubundOfganlzatloM may publllh lhedatt, 'time and p1~. of.thelr achlduled
mNtIng for the upcoming wllk In Ws.apace. ~ to The Unlvll'sJtY News office between
12 ~ pm lIon..frl •• nd tlU out. mntIlllJI form. '
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ElecfricloveMuffinwinsweird name contest
~~~~~~=:~~~~Overall, the Electric Loveby David Lentz Mufflnmakes use of a multitudeThe University News of styles-rock, blues, country,swing, the '60s, allmixed up with
modem sounding guitars, Paul
Westerberg-like vocals, and the
on-again, off-again slapstick
sound of bands like Thelonius
.Monster and the Popes. Indeed,
that's a lot of influences to dump
onto one slab of vinyl, and
Rassafranna lacks true consis-
tencyas a resulLSometimes it's
fun and lighthearted, other times
it's serious. Rassafranna is
moody. Most people won't put
up with being jerked around by
someone (or something, in this
case) smaller than they are, and
for that reason, this album tends
to be a thorn in your side.
Rassafranna deserves a listen
though, at least in the. name of
open-mindedness. You're likely... 1'JIft"-"'~
What is it, like a contest or
something? Who started this
whole "I can give my band a
weirder name than you can give
yours" thing anyhow? Jeez, Well
game over. The Electric Love .
Muffin wins. .
To what that name refers,
well, you decide. I guess it's only
fitting that this band put out an.
album with an equally confusing
name,llassafranna. That title and
the cover art-oriental-looking
characters surrounding a stone,
winged, naked, dragonfly-lady-
creature on a pastel' background
(looks like a bug on a popsicle--.
why, it all just confused me so).
Happily, there was a record
inside.
The Walkabouts
to hear something that turns you
on, whether it be"MeetMe This'
Afternoon," which sort of sounds
like it was written as a theme song
for a sitcom starring Katrina & the
Waves, the Gothic drinking musie
of "Drunk and Horny," or the
Muffin's version of "Venus"-
their contribution to the current
"let's butcher an old song" trend.
What the hell, they won the weird
name contest .
Anyhow, the problem with
finding what you like in here is
that it goes away pretty quickly
and is replaced by some other
influence. Think of Rassofranna
as everything, If you like
everything, you 'II love Rassa-
franna. If you only like one
thing, one single thing, it's
probably in there somewhere. If
you don't like anything, you
'probably haven't read this far,
Idaho artists featured in LA Gallery
_. . /-
by lee Arnold ~'C\
The University News ,)!J;
In Michael Wood's mixed-
media sculpture entitled .
Tienanmin, a wooden pair of
scissors cuts through a large red
polyester resin heart resting on a
copper stand. A pink mass flows
downjrom atop the heart and
embedded in the flow there
appears to be small bits of wood.
This is but one of the pieces in
Nine Idaho Sculptors and Photog-
raphers, on exhibit in the Liberal
Arts Gallery through November
15th.
There is no unifying theme of
style in these artists works. But
what crops up in the photography .
arc manipulations of time in
unique ways outside the standard
manner in which photography
manipulates time by freezing an
image. What we get in the pho-
tography of Wesley Wada and
Peter Vincent arc shots culled
from television images-images straight from the television iO
of images. capture images of violence-
What docs this say about our people being shot, raped, beaten,
society? Itwould seem that our and so fortIt-reminding us. of
reliance on television has gone that grim side of life.
beyond just being a source of in- Much of the other photogra-
formation and has spilled over as phy does not stand out quite to the
ari all-pervasive "given," Wada's same degree as Wada's or
Den of Delights, a sequence of 54 Vincent's, but Camille Thorn's
print-outs from a MacVision work with hand-colored prints are
scanner,chronicle a television outstanding for a totally different
viewing day. Running the gamut effect. She deals with Greek
from CNN to what. seems like imagery overlaid onto landscapes.
ESPN's World Championship' In a way~ she is dealing with time,
Indoor Underwater table Tennis but on the effect it has on the
Live from Bulgaria to the PTL object.
Club, we get images captured in . .The sculpture also runs the
mid-sequence-captured in a time-· gamut in form and theme. Duffy
transition. Wada recorded these Markel's steel abstractions are
images in a marathon taping reminiscent of the Spanish
session over an entire day's abstractionist sculpture of Julio
broadcast, every channel on the Gonzalez (especially in Ribcage)
Twin Falls cable network shot in but with greater mass and an
20-minute intervals. The results effect of spaee created around
arc flickering windows on the them. Here we really get a fulI
world--or worlds. . realization.of the 'presence of the
Peter Vincent goes for the work.
same effect, but by photographing But Michael Shannon's
prefabricated steel chair and
television stand grabs your
attention. Not only docs it
complement the TV image
The Associated Students of
BSU are accepting applications
for the position of TREASl..!RER
QUALIFICATIONS: The·ASBSU Treasurer
must be an Assocatec Stu.dentduring his/her
term in office and shall conform with the
. appointment guidelines of the ASBSLJ. .
Constitution. The ASBSU Treasurer must be an
Accounting major with at least twelve credits in
accounting including the first semester of
Intermediate Accounting (AC304).
Applictltion deadline November 17,1989
If you are interest~d,please pick-up.an
application at the ASBSU Office or call
3854440.'
In the wise words of Restless
Records, purveyors of The
Electric Love Muffin, it's "like an
encyclopedia of music drenched
·inJQLT Cola'!
We saw Fetchin' Bones rock
the Zoo last month, one of the
many bands the Electric Love
Muffin has been known to play
with. Others include the Godfa-
thers, Firehose, and Husker Du.
But with the release of Rassa-
franna, the Muffin is now
headlining their own shows. Next
week, they bring their music to
Boise. The band plays at the Zoo
on November 15-a cool way to
take in a little culture on a
Wednesday night, There'll be
something for everyone, kind of
like a day at Disneyland. Check it
out, the Electrie Love Muffin just
might be your new favorite band.
also•••
'I1!e Wa1kabou~ bring their
swinging, surreal alternative
stylings to the Zoo Sat., Nov. u.
Their latest album, Cataract, is
out on Sub~op records but is an
immense departure from the dirty,
noisy, cutting edge punk-metal
that label seems to be thriving on
these days. The Walkabouts are
proof that a band can play waltzes
and swing without sounding
contrived or goofy. With a
female vocalist (Carla Torgerson)
and colorful use of instruments
like organ, harmonica, and cello
(and a cameo violin performance
by ex-Camper Van Beethoven
fiddler Jonathan Segel), the
Walkabouts sound more like
Athens, Ga., than Seattle, Wash.
Cataract is well done, thoughtful
. music-a good record. The
Walkabouts will be in Boise this
Saturday night at the Zoo with the
Screws and Dirt Fishermen.
Photo by BmWoolston
A differe.nt focus · · ·---------/-
by Mark P. Jones .r~
The University News rf ~/~
nine photographers from Idaho,
.and shows their different ap- .
proaches to the medium of
photography and the ways in
which they view the world.
A number of photographers
stand out for their use of the
medium to create a feeling. Linda
Anthis presents her work in black
and white, but her use of contrast
makes the photos strikingly
unearthly, Thorn's use of oil to
hand color the black and white
photographs creates influence and
The current show at the Boise
State University Gallery of Art in
the Liberal Arts Building, which
runs through Nov. 17, features the
work of a number of different
photographersand sculptors. The
photographers employ it vast
range of approaches to their
subjects. Fromthe soft hand-
colored images created by
Camille Thom to the the very
sharp clear photos by Bill see Photography, page 11
see Exhibit. page 11 Woolston, the show spotlights .
r -D-o- -m--I·-n- o·., ••• p. = - - --, ~!l~!!~ro!'!~I~U!!~: .. S Izza·1I Ord.r C'I~OO 800:351:0222
II BIB InCallf.12131477-8226
II ROOMMATE SP·ECIAL II '113~;'Il~~~hAl~':oi~N~~~e~~&"~25II I Custom research also avallabia-ailleveis .
I I
: Two small. $699 I
I two topping pizzas. + tax :
I . I· ~"~ .
•• Expires 11·20-1l9 . 345-5551 •J.J.Mkt ®Cl9890PI. Ourdrlv...
• :. I'W~':itt:tfi'A)~"'!''Y .... lhanro.oo. 2162 Broadway I
• -:;;:::'Ii#~ Lm~~:r...8nNl 343-5995 II
I -r-' 1013 Vista I---------------------
Pregnant?
Need help?
Free pregnancy test
Birthright: 342-1898
All help Is confidential & free
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Annette Nelson. Gretchen Runbaugh. Mikel MacDonald. Susan
Mundell. Danny Peterson (dinosaur) andSf1tch Marker (mam-
moth) star In Skin of our Teeth. on stage at the SPECNov. 9-12
and 17-19. TIckets are $5for BSUstudents with IDfrom all select-
a-seat outlets.
)0) Exhibit-------------
continued from page 10
mood, and directs the viewer in a
subtle way. Wesley Wada
approaches the medium in a
unique manner; with the use of a
video recorder and a computer
image scanner. Woolston lakes a
more traditional use of photogra- _
phy to'crcatc images that project a
mood about the subjects.
At first look Anthis' work
doesn't seem that unique. Most
beginning photo students come
back with the same type of images
she presents here. However, hers
" are different. TIle photos have a
~);'~1\polished look to them, one unique
lli~ to someone who has mastered the
(!:",L: processes. She works in black
\~and white and creates photos of
"'such high contrast that the light
,'/~has substance. It is given weight
"!, • and volume that can be felt in the
,.1.,tUscene. The lack of people is
,'·/',~f·disturbing; it almost seems as if
::;:;'jj;~theworld was abandoned.
. ','" ' Thorn uses a type of photo
montage and men hand colors the
print. The oil paint used is
translucent and gives a subtle
color. Itprojects more of a feel
and a mood than an attempt at '
being a color photo.
Wada's approach is different
He used a video recorder to tape
segments of broadcast off the '
King Video-cable in Twin Falls.
He then used an image scanner to
enter parts of his iaping into a
computer, then printed them out
o
ce
h.
lul
is
the
1
•
I,
rs
on a dot matrix printer. The
project gives an overview of the
images we a bombarded with
, every day. By purposely distort-
ing the scenes he adds to the
effect. While this is an interesting
project and says a lot about Ollt
culture, it is not photography and
should not have been billed as
such. Computer art yes, photo art
no.
Woolston's work is more of
what you expect to see at a photo
exhibition, yet his style is so
controlled and precise it is
striking. He uses black and white
and color to the best of both
mediums. His subjects range
from people to objects.all'
captured in a way that tells you
something more then just what
subject is. There is a feeling
projected about the subject, telling
more then just what the eye can
see.
The show is a good mix of
style. Itpresents many different
views on the art form and
directions taken by the artists of
Idaho. In a way it captures the
feel and the intent of the WPA
photographers from the ~30s.
Different eyes went out and
captured Idaho in different ways.
Each view is unique and each is
valid. Its an excellent show for
the centennial. Too bad it
couldn't have twice the number of
images.
Photography----~-----
continued from page 10
, photography (complete with a real
television in the stand) but it
crystallizes how all-pervasive is
the small screen itself. It is an ,
ieon of Americana; whether we
like it or not, evidence of Iiculture
where the distinction between
inda
ack
ast
o
and
'S
:Is
00~2
high art and its accompanying
mythology has been sublimated to
the lowest common denominator.
If nothing else, catch this
show for me Shannon and Woods
pieces-but don't ignore the
efforts of these other highly
individual and perceptive artists.
KEY BANK OF IDAHO
1111 Broadway Avenue • Boise • 334-7420
5
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A Perfect Crimes and Misdemeanors
by Cliff Hall a,-
The University News . "'--
acted, or constructed. They've great movie experience. Woody,
been flawless compared to a who has been writing and
majority of the drivel that passes directing (and sometimes starring
for film. And they seem-with a in) his films for two decades, has
I have found something to few experimental exceptions-to finally found a 'way to join the
like in every single film Woody be getting better as time goes by . fears and tears of life with the
Allen has ever made. There, I've His newest and most fully- light and joyous and still entertain
said it. realized picture to date, Crimes and provoke. '
My difficulty in confessing and Misdemeanors, IS a potent, Judah Rosenthal, played
comes from the fact that I may be mature look at justice, relation- masterfully by Martin Landau,
the only person living in Idaho to ships; and our places in this seem- has everything a great ophthal-
feel this way-and who wants to ingly oblique world. No other rnologist could want: a wonderful
be the "only one" of anything'? 1989 picture has the exciting family, good money, nice home,
It's quite strange: even when balance between light and dark, and a stewardess lover, played by
Woody has made films worthy of right mid wrong, clear and opaque Anjelica Huston. Unfortunately,
major awards and received critical of this personal investigation into his lover wants more from him
acclaim above and beyond many the "hows" of life. than he can give and demands to
talented actor/directors of our Woody's been quite intro- talk to Judah's wife. What's a
time, his movies have been Idaho spective lately. I know this guy to do'?
box office bombs. - because his latest features Woody plays Cliff Stern,
Is he just not funny to (including his brilliant, Another semi-neurotic documentary
Idahoans? Does his ethnic touch Woman, and the pumpkin colorcd.. filmmaker who has been hired to
cause us to tum away? Is he too September) have shared a kind of make a movie revolving around
funny looking for our aesthetic solemn coolness, a morose the life of a jerk played L/ Alan
sensibilities? It is a fact that even seriousness, that enlighten his Aida. This "light side" of the film
when he doesn't appear in his dark interior. These grave films may put off some viewers; it isn't
own films we steer clear. Is he practically scream for a release-e- the type of thing some may be '
too metropolitan? Could it be that anyrclease---and, since Woody is used to-unless they're alive and
people here abouts can't find it in a recognized comic genius, there living now in America where life
tneir hearts to care about IDe must be a good reason for his is so very much like that,
characters that populate his films? recent bias toward the not-so- This film entertains as well as
We can't be staying away in funny. raises universal questions that
droves because he makes bad Crimes and Misdemeanors is' have been around as long as man.
movies. He doesn't, not by a long a move toward solid maturity; intc Crimes and Misdemeanors is a
shot. In fact, not a single one has the realm of coordinated, chorco- serious film with humor and
been poorly written, directed, graphed equilibrium that marks a deservedly should be seen.
you can hav~'the convenience of word processing
features with the Simplicity of a typewriter. •
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right" 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case, a built-In electronic dictionary, a thesaurus,
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
'word games, .
, So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the ;nd of this year, ~ SMITI-I', '
do~ t forget to think _ CORONI'i:.
Smith Corona atthe 'y
beginning of this year. ~~
Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic,
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class byttsell.Irs so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room. Yet, thanks to
features like a butlt- in disk drive,lOO,OOOcharacter
Data Disk capacity, and a crystal clear display, it '
makes it easy to transform B's into Ns. "
" Forthose who prefer an electrontc typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewnter of
preference. With its 16 character display and ap- ,
proximately 7,000 characters of editable memory,
rllr mute Inlmm.~:~,~,~~thhC~,~~t~~~~~:l~~~~ii;J~~~I;~~d~~ ~, .~ h~ ~~~~~~~~:hti~Bh~n.l.ln,CT k'ts·m
, .
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headsP·eterandthe
by Jim MnLO§§Y ,
It was wintertime. Peter was
bundled in layers of clothing, hun-
kered on a hillside under a gray
morning sky. The air was clean and
cold and a deep breath bristled his
nose hairs and filled his lungs with
ice water. He had been crouched
there for about an hour, his eyes
cold when he blinked, his feet slowly
going numb. He listened to the quiet
and thought about nothing. Peter
stood and noticed that he was hun-
gry. He walked over the ridge of the
hill to the side facing the city, fol-
lowing the footprints he had made
in the snow earlier that morning.
It took Peter about twenty
minutes to reach Nailor's, a coffee
and breakfast shop on the outer lip
of downtown. It was warm and
humid inside and thick with the
rattle of dishes and plates and the
murmer of conversation. Peter took
a table near the window facing the
street The glass was steamed ncar
the comers and Peter drew a smiley
face on it with his ungloved hand.
He pulled off his other glove and
began to unzip and unbutton his
layers of clothing. TIle waitress
poured him some coffee, setdown a
glass of water and asked if he knew
what he wanted. -:::=:- .~,=-. '."' .-:.,,=:-'-'-
"A number three please," Peter the door after the herd. the cashier, and was followed out wondered aboutthc cow heads as he
replied with a polite smile: The They were easy to follow, as by the others. Peter got up from his made his way through the dark. He
waitress nodded and turned, and they left a clear trail in the early table to run after the herd when he didn't know what he- would have
with a snap of her gum went back to morning snow. The trail led Pctcrto was grabbed by the large-boned said to them if he could have gotten
the kitchen. A tin creamer sat on the Greenleaves, a trendy health-foed waitress and asked sternly to pay the nerve to speak. He saw himself
table.beaded with moisture and half- restaurant. Inside Peter found the his tab. Peter hurriedly did so and standing in front of the herd. They
filled with milk. Peter milked his cowheads. There were seventeen of ran outside. Moments later he stared at him calmly with wet eyes,
coffee until it matched the color of them. TIley were seated at consecu- charged back into Grcenlcavcs, their moist noses steaming. He
his beige cup. He took an ice cube tive tables and were still wearing gmbbedhiscoat,swcaterandgloves stared back at them, squinting his
. from his water and put it in the cup' their coats and gloves. The restau- and ron back outside. He followed eyes in search of something to say.
to cool the coffee. Staring quietly rant-was otherwise empty so Peter their trail to a bus stop, where it The herd would then walk past him,
out the window, the coffee cup' took a seat ncar the back 'and or- ended. Snow began to fall as Peter mooing softly to each other.
warming his hands, Peter first saw dered an herbal tea from a thick looked down the street after the bus. Peterncarcd his house.the back
the cowheads. waitress. He found that the cow- Peter boarded the next bus that porch lighting his way through the
, There were a lot of them. They heads had all ordered the alfalfa- came and cheeked at each stop for snowfall. He went into the laundry,
wore heavy coats, loose trousers, sproutsalad, without dressing. They the track of the cowhcads, but soon shook off his clothes and puIled his
boots, and gloves. The only part of were mostly quiet as they waited, realized his efforts were useless. feet from his boots, His socks had
them not covered were their heads. only occasionally mooing softly Merchants had begun to clear the pulled a little beyond his toes so that
AtflfstPetcrthough,ttheywercjust amongst themselves. They were sidewalks,sweepingawayanyhope' they looked much too large for his
people wearing costume cowheads, colored brown, or white with black of finding the cow heads ' trail. feet. He shuffled into the kitchen,
but as the herd passed, he noticed spots, some were all black, and two . Peter stayed on the bus the rest made somec;innamon toast, and
the veins in their ears and the move- were all white. They all smelled of the day, watching the same stops poured a glass of milk. Standing at
ment of their eyes and knew that lightly of mown hay. Their salads go by over and over again. He the kitchen counter, Peter looked at
they were real. came and they used forks but did watched people get on and off, the dark outside. The house was
The last of them had gone by not remove their gloves. They ate shaking the snow off themselves asleep and quiet. Snow was still
and Peter just sat there. The clank slowly, taking a bite and chewing it and their packages, laughing with falling outside. Peter slowly
and mumble of the restaurant even- for a long time. Peter became quite each other, or frowning alone, or munched on his toast and felt his
tuaIly brought him back to the real warm and noticed that he had not just waiting. cheeks begin to flushnow that he
world. He looked about the room taken off his coat or sweater, and Peter finally stepped off the was in from the cold
and saw the people still eating and then did so. The cowheads finished bus where he had gotten on and .
chatting and realized that none of and one of them reached into its beganfuwalkhome.SnowwasstilI ~.
them had noticed the cow heads. '. coat and puIled out some money. It falling, the flakes looking like moth •
Petergrabbedhisthingsand~nout leftatip,gotupfromthe~ble,paid' wings. ,He was very hungry and
~"'~X~)+¢",,,,,~)+:,,:+:,,~:,,:,,:,,:~:~~:":")+~:":":"X..:..."""~ :"''''':''X..~
the door and head for my blue and I'd be inside of these bars and-the little improv with my feet .. and pants with the baby elephants aru
white record player .. .Inside of this music would begin ... Sometimes I then my ponytails would come out bcachballs on them .. .I would stop
cardboard picture was something couldn't make it to.my spot on time' and my shirt would come off and . .1 felt so ashamed. The men woule
even better or just as good. A ycl- and' would have to start allover .almost hit the bed' and then my disappear ... the bars would fadl
low record. Itwasn't black like my again ... but when on cue .Icould undershirt ... whizzz ... unbuttoning and I would fall onto my bed with:
Alvin and the Chipmunks or Thurn- see them ... a1l of them, all of the my shorts and slowly wriggling 'low low feeling. And at that mo
belinaor.anyoft,heChristrnas,music. old bald-headed men smoking ci- them free and then throw them off' mcnt, staring at my ceiling in rn:
But yellow and you could sec right gars. They loved me. They wanted with the end of my toe heal toe elephant underpanties the musf
through it I would look through it tokissme ... Theywanted .. .Iwould change. My head swung and.. didn't sound sexy at all.
and it made my pinkcanopy look all slowlystartmovingandmaybedoa .swung .... and slower and slower .
orange. Then .. .I would get into few taps that I learned in dance and the men loved me and I was
place after. the needle hit the record. .class ... heal toe change ... heal toe , dark and I had on red lipstick and ... : ...... : .. : .. :..)+:..X..:·
. .I ran to my bars .. .invisible bars. change and then a little quicker ... a then I would Sec them ... my unde~~
Art by
Jeff L Young
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A
Monologue
6y LisafJJayLisafJJay
- She was so sexy ... She had
dark skin and red curly hair ... Her
dress was pulled down on her big
shiny shoulders ... you could almost
sec her breasts rightthrough the red
dress ... One leg was thrown out and
bent onto like this piano stool. .
.You couldn't see all of her face
because her hair was over it .. only
one eye ... but her thigh? .. you
could sec all of it because her dress
was hiked up because of her raised
leg. My hands would sweat holding
onto this cardboard picture. It was
in a closet at the end of the hall right
by my bedroom. With it in my hand
I would know what would happen
next. I'd go into my room and lock
The University News
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Trusky wins prestigous award
-------' ------- his "total involvement in the proc-
by Melanie Huffman ess of education" merits recogni-
The University News tion. Burke said that a nomination
alone is a great honor and forTrusky
A. Thomas Trosky has been . to have been awarded a gold medal
chosen as one of the top 10 profes- both times he was nominated is
sors of 1989 by the Council for the quite significant.
Advancement and Support of Edu- 'According to university news
cation. This is the English services, Trusky is one of very few
professor's second nomination and professors from the West and the
his second term as recipient of only one from the Northwest to win
'CASE's gold medal. ' the award. Burke said CASE, the
, "I am as astonished as my stu- Washington, D.C.-based organi-
dents and colleagues probably are," zation, appoints anational Profes-
Trusky said about the award. While sor of the Year, and a select list of
he does appreciate the recognition gold, silver and bronze medalists
the award brings to, the university from the United States and Canada.
and to the English department, he Other winning professors teach in
admits to having mixed emotions various fields such as philosophy,
about it. "There arc many other chemistry, archaeology, religion,
teachers that are just ~ competent physics, history and. mathematics.
or more so," he said. He added his Award recipients typically come
numerous activities outside of the from eastern universities. Tnregard
classroom ,might be a factor in his to the selection process, Trosky said
selection. written statements from members
Larry Burke, university rela- of the nominee's department and
tions, is the member of the national former students are required by
public relations organization which CASE.
nominated Trusky in 1984 and this Trusky, a published poet, is a
year. Burke said "Trusky's work is founding member of many BSU
clearly of national caliber" and that publications, such as Poetry in
Speech and debate
team still shining
Math teacher Crane
is no "techno-nerd"
Paul EldIne/ThoUnlvollity NoWi
Jane Crane teaches Math for Uberal Arts Students;he
He
ave
len
;elf
hey
les,
He
his
iay.
,im,
lytical thinking," said Crane. "I
don't think an educated person
should be narrow. I fecI educa-
tion should be broad enough to
Mathematicians are often see different things that thcy
stereotyped as dry, boring.cnt- wouldn't otherwise. I think
of-fashion techno-nerds; and is people should be familiar with
one reason for the nation's high things they might not even use,"
ratc of math iIIitcracy, according Sevcralliberal arts students '
to ·the U.S. chamber of Com- intcrViewedforthisstoryreca1led
merce. Crane with fondness, remember-
ItisanimagcthatBSUmath ing her as a dynamic, unortho-
professor Jane Crane is fighting dox instructor who makes a tcr-
to change. rifying and dry subject come
Crane teaches the math alive,
department's notorious "Math "This class is pretty open in '
for Liberal Arts Students"-of- format," said Crane. "It is not a
ten nicknamed "Math for Mo- prerequisite for anything else in
rons" by the disgruntled and the math department, so I have a
recalcitrant-and views herself 10toffrccdom.SometimesIthink
as a kind of aerobics instructor it is real1y easy for me to get. '
fer the left side of the brain. stale teaching the other courses,
, "I don't think it is really so M-lOO is really refreshing.
math for morons," laughed . "I have a wide variety of
Crane. "ltdocsn'trcquirc a great people coming through here, and
deal of math. background, but I sometimes I don't know how it
. think it does a good job of intro- comes across." .
ducing liberal arts students, to She said she was a chemist
the philosophy behind it." for Eastinan Kodak in a "previ-
An ignorance of math is 'OUS life," but when her husband '
often bragged about, worn like a and family moved to Boise, she
badge of honor in a society that got so bored that an exhaustive
bas a col1ective nightrnareofhigh look through the want-ads and
sehoolalgebraandgeometry.But an interview later landed a new
Crane believes math angst can career that is going on 10 years.
be overcome, that it can be excit- "It's a fun job," she said. "I
~~_~ ..;_:_~_to_~S_~_~_~:_:~_1_',_I:_;_;_W~__ ;_;_ _j_1_~-~_1_~:L_ ~_~_ _r;_{_~_.;_IJ_f_!~_:_~--II·.~
by Larry Purviance
The University News
by Jeff Faulkner
The University News
BSU's speech and debate team
competed in the Pioneer Invitational
Forensics Tournament in Portland
Oct. 27-29, placing fourth overall
among 23 coinpcjing colleges,
According to communication
professor Marty Most, "TIle Bron-
cos' 23-13 win-loss record placed
them higher than traditional debate
powers like Oregon, Pepcrdinc,
Gonzaga and (Seattle) Pacific."
BSU entered six teams into
competition, more than any other
college, and placed high enough to
, give the Broncos the lead in tile
Intercollegiate Division II.
Those individuals leading the
way for BSU were Shawna Dunn
and Mack Sermon who came in
second in the intermediate division;
Jennifer Hinkley and Ty Lostuttcr
placed fifth in the novice debate.
Other winning teams wcre Dan
PerataandCJ. Martin, Pam Cooper
and Kim Evans, and Steve Moser
, and MichelIe Moore.
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BSU International Programs
I!Ju
New York City
Theatre and Music Tour
,Spring Break 1990
..Days"New York City
• Phantom of the Opera Tickets
• Guided Touts New York City
• AirfIrC-1...olJaing Included
$736
Reserve EarIy.;.Emollment Umited
Call BSU Continuing Education
for free Brochure
38S-3295
Ca>IlaoIaIIldocolIaIl: ..............
I)-'---:-~-E-~_-!:-~-~-~-~-'~-~-G~-~-~--
, ~_.,,~ "Glcndale,ArizonaI\53OOUSA
A representative Will be, on camptis
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 10. 1989
to discuss
,GRADUATE STUDY
Interviews may be scheduled at ,
CAREER PLANNING AND PLAC~NT
A total of23 colleges from six
states entered the Pioneer tourna-
ment which is the largest such event
in the Portland area. Thc confer-
cnce, which is one of three such
tournaments, is sponsored by the
Northwest Forensics Conference.
Results determine the Northwest '
Conference standings. ' Approxi-
mately 15 northwest schools com-
pete at the Division II level,
BSU also placed six debaters
in the individual public speaking
competition finals: Heather
Klukkert won first place inoral inter-
pretation of prose; Michelle Moore '
placed sixth in the extemporaneous
speaking category; Pam Cooper
placed third in Persuasive speaking;
Steve Moser took sixth in oral inter-
pretation of prose; Michellc
Arkoosh finished firth in pcrsua-
sive speaking; and Cyndi Spidell
finished sixth in oral interpretation
of dramatic literature.
TomTrusky
Pubiic Places, Ahsahta Press poetry
and cold-drill. He also is involved
in television production, and in the
collection of films with Idaho as
their subject.
111Broadway
,In the mall at the end or Broadway
& on the corner or Warm Springs
next to TCBY ,
385·9961,
WELCOME BSU STUDENTSI
, Only
3~,,"
:,eaChr'
, ,
;'Aliitems
Now
Barbecued"
Curried Chicken w/Rlce & Green salad
1/2 Chicken Terlyakl wi
Rice and Green Salad
1/2 Pound Terlyakl beef wI
Rice and Green salad
" 1/~po,,!JndTerlyakl Pork wi
I' Rice and Green Salad
, . .. .
Open 11,a.m. y 8 p.m. Monday through saturday,
>
,''. ..
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New spice pepperswoinen's basketball
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Atouch of spice has been intro-
duced into Boise State's women's
basketball program for 1989-90.
This coming season, the methodi-
cal, slow-down Bronco style has
been replaced with a high-spirited,
fast-breaking offense, coupled with
a defense that stresses hard work,
team play, and constant pressure.
The team'S revamped on-court
look has been instigated by Coach
June Daugherty, who is ready (0
tackle her first collegiate head-
coachingjob, and who is no stranger
to winning. As a senior at Ohio
St.11eUniversity in 1978, she cap-
tained the Buckeyes to a Big-tO
championship, and as an assistant
coach at Stanford University she
, helped the Cardinals to a four-year
record of 82-37, and a final-eight
finish in the 1989 NCAA Champi-
onships.
The Broncos will be led into
the '89-'90 campaign by three sen-
iors. Niki Gamez will assume point-
guard responsibilities, ajob that was
filled by Jocelyn Pfeifer last season.
Lastyear,Gamcz started and played
Iltlon Oockor/Tho Unlv... lIv Nowa
Coach June ~ugherty.
- -
'. Illl<Ji, Bockor/Tho Unlvo~ltv Nowa
Three of the seniors which make up the women Broncos basketball team. from left to right.
Wendy Sullivan. forward; Jennifer thornton. center; and Nlkl Gamez. guard.
The University News
Opinion
Volleyballers
need spirit
and support
alongside the Pfeifer, who has since
graduated, and averaged eight
points, 2.4 rebounds, and 3.7 assists
in over 28 minute's of play in each
game.
Wendy Sullivan is another of
the Bronco seniors, and the team's
leading rcbounder last season, av-
eraging 6.4 per game. As a sopho-
more, she was ncar the lead in re-
bounds as well with an average of
7.6 rebounds per contest
Jennifer Thornton, asenior
transfer from Walla WalhlCommu-
nity College, has the distinction of
being the tallest female player on
the Bronco roster.at 6 fcet2 inches.
Boise State will sport a rather
small front line this season. Junior
Becky Sievers will move to the
inside from the wing position where
she played last season, and at 5
fcetlO inches she will be asked to
defense players up to six inches
taller.
Although the Bronco front is
considered small by collegiate stan-
dards, Boise State's outside players
are of average height and above-
average quickness. Playing beside
Niki Gamez will be Shelly Stoician,
Christie Wile, and Janet Soderberg,
all sophomore guards.
As a freshman, Stoician aver-
aged 3.3 points, 1.5 rebounds, and
1.6assists in 14.5 minutes pcrgame,
and is expected to create an impact
at the off-guard position. '
throughout the course of a game.
Coach Daugherty has instilled
major goals into her players: First,
they plan to work harder than their
opponents.
"We plan to work harder than
everyone else that we play," Coach
Daugherty said.
The players feel they are al-
ready in better physical shape.this
season than all of last year, due in
part to a rigorous pre-season prac-
tice schedule coupled with com-
pleting an extensive training pro-
gram this fall.
The sound work ethic of the
Boise State squad off-sets its lack of
height, and with the implcmcnta-
tion of a high-strung offense and a
pressure defense, coupled with the
toughest schedule the program has
ever seen, the games should be
exciting for fans as well.
The women Broncos kick-off
the season this Friday when they
host the Salvation Army AAU squad
at7:30 p.m. On Nov. 24, BSU will
battle SUSC in the opening round
of the Real Dairy Classic, held in
the Pavilion. The starting time for
the Nov. 24 contest is 3:00 p.m.
The balance of the Boise State
roster includes Kelly Heagy, a 6
foot junior who averaged 6.4 points
and 2.9 rebounds in 16.9 minutes of
play per game at forward last sea-
son, sophomore TeresaJohnson, an-
other 6' forward, and four newcom-
ers.
Lyndsie Rico, April Cline, and
Kari Smith are freshmen this sea-
son, and will all play the guard
position. Kristi Chatterton, a sopho-
more guard who transferred from
Idaho SUIte,' will red-shirt in '89-
'90.
TIle women Broncos plan to
offset their lack of inside height
with hustle and a help-oriented,
man-to-man defense. Coach Daugh-
erty stresses teamwork, hustle and
constant defensive pressure from'
the guard line if the defense is to be
successful.
When supplemented with a
fast-paced offense, full-court de-
fensive pressure seems like a tall
order.
"We plan to fatigue people on
offense and defense," states Coach
Daugherty, adding that she plans to
use nine-tO players extensively
Men's tennis
BSU scores against Pac 10
by Corky Hansen
The University News
To most of the 20,000 plus
screaming fans who gather at
Bronco Stadium on a given Satur-
day, the brisk autumn breeze blows
one way, and one way only:· Foot-
ball. .
Well,I'm here to tell you that,
although BSU's gridiron success
certainly merits every ounce of
support and column-inch of atten-
tion that it receives, there's another
game in town as well. The game is
right here underourcotlective noses,
and has been for some time now.
The game is volleyball.
I'm one who lives and breathes
football from Saturday noon until
late Monday night, and I am cer-
tainly not alone. 1am also one who
has discovered the excitement of a
hard-hitting kill; I've established
an appreciation for a brilliant net
block, and I've often marvetled at
the precise placement of a service
ace.
The women Broncos face East-
em Washington on Thursday; the
winner of the match will host the
Big Sky Championships. 'The top
four teams in the conference com-
pete in the championships, the win-
nerofwhich represents the Big Sky
in the NCAA Division! National
Championships.
VoIleybatl is like any .othcr
sport in that playing on one's home
"turf' ean be very telling in the
ultimate outcome of the competi-
tion. Essentially, playing at home
equates to sleeping and eating at
home for the players.and logic alone
tells us that competing in one's own
surroundings will never hurte team.
So much for the generalities of
the homc-courtadvantagc, Spccifi-
cally, BSU volleyball fans arc ar-
guably the best in the Big Sky.
Coach Phanner and the Boise State
players are the first to praise fan
support in Boise, but that doesn't
necessarily mean there isn't room
for improvement
It'stime Iorthctruth now, BSU:
How many of you have seen the
women Broncos in action in '89?
One out of five, perhaps? Possibly
one out of every two people? Pa-
thetic, simply pathetic.
It's time to fess up, everyone,
so don't make any plans for Thurs-
day night when BSU volleyball'lays
it on the line against Eastern. And
as far as that goes, don't make any
plans for Saturday nighteither, when
Nevada-Reno constitutes Boise
State's last regular-season competi-
tor. Please forget about the stan-
dard "l-can't-go-I'vc-got-a-killcr-
test-corning-up" routine. I might be
green, but I've been around here
long enough to realize that nobody
studies on Saturday night
C'mon out-volleyball action
is fast-paccd,fun,free, (don'tworry,
I won't say "faaaantastic") and
sheltered from cold weather. With
a win on Thursday, the Big Sky
Championships will be held in
Boise, where it. most certainly be-
longs. With all of that hanging in
the balance, volleyball isn't some-
thing that you'll want to miss out on
any longer.
BSU Athletes of the Week
Debbie Hansmann, senior out-
side hitter from Cleveland, Wis.,
36 kiIls, 34 digs, 8 blockS and 4
service aces in non~cOnference
play against Portland Stnte and
Oregon State.
Chris ThomaS, sophomore run-
ning back from Kent, Wash.,
rushed for 106 yards on 29 car-
ries, including an eight-yard
score in Saturday's game against
Nevada-Reno. .
sixth-sccd.Icff'Pcrkins.ajunior from
Boise.
Mike Bums, a junior transfer
. The Boise State men's tennis from Santa Rosa, California, placed
team competed in the University of third of eight sixth-seed compcti-
Washington Invitational on Oct. 27, tors. Burns was beaten in the sec-
28 and 29. BSU was 17-13 overall, ond round, but had victories in both
with numerous wins over tough Pac- the opening and the final round of
to players. . play. 0
Wlththc Seattlc tourney, both Boise State's seventh-seed,
men and women tennis players arc freshman Dirk Matheus, lost twice
finished with autumn play, and will and wasvictoriousoncc.and BSU's
now prepare for the spring season. first-seeded competitor Michael
Seven competed in the single's Parker, a sophomore from Auck-
tournament. BSU's fifth seed Mike land, New Jersey, was ousted three
Harvey, a senior from Boise, bested times in the tournament.·
all fifth-seed competition, winning . 'In doubles play, Mike Bums
all three of his weekend matches. and Gavin Fenske .teamed up and
JuniorGavinFenske,atransfer . won two of their three matches
from Laguna Nigu.el, Califomia~ Mike Harvey and Michael P:irk~
pl~ce~ second in ~ond.-secd play, won one while losing two, and the
wmmng two of hIS three matches. team of Pablo Bracho and Jeff Perk-
.Pablo Bmcho"a fourth-seed ins placed seCond to the competi-
scmor from D<lscartes; Mexico, tion with two victories and one loss,
finished the weekend with two wins respectively.
after losing his f11'Stmateh, as did ..
by Corky Hansen
The University News
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Crosscountry teams to compete in championships
6th in the Big Sky forthe Broncos in .
'88. Coach Jacoby said, "We arc
very hopeful that Robinwill qualify
for Nationals. He has had a very
An entire season of hard work good year. And Danny ran very
nd intense training will be put to well last week in our Boise meet
etestthisSaturdaywhenthemen's He's lost 18 pounds and is looking
nd women's cross country teams very good,"
ompete in the Big Sky and NCAA . The University of Colorado, a
istrict 7 Championships in Salt Big 8 team, is also participating in
e City. the men's championship meet and
Competing in the meet will be is expected to take the number one
earns from both thc"Big Sky and position. New Mexico, Wyoming,
estern Athletic Conferences, in- and BYU are also considered for-
luding numerous independent midablc opponents in the 10,000'
earns that do not have conference meter race.
ffiliations. Because this meet The BSU women's team,
unctionsasbothaeonferencecham- coached by Jim Klein and led by
ionship and qualifier for the NCAA junior Kathy Karpel, will also travel
ross Country Championships, to Salt Lake for Saturday's Confer-
oaches and athletes alike consider ence Championship meet. Karpel,
is the most important meet of the. who is from Huntington Beach,
'on Calif., placed fourth for the Bron-
. Ed Jacoby, coach of the BSU cos in last year's Conference meet.
en's cross country team, cmpha- "Kathy has been our number
izes his team's number one con- onerunnerfor3ycars,"CoachKlein
ern is how they finish in the Big said. "She has a legitimate shot at
" Cky Conference. "I'm hoping we an individual berth in Nationals."
( ill be in the top grouping of the RYU is favored to win the
fJConference," Jacoby said. "We women's meet this year followed
~~ould ~robably finish anywhere by Northern Arizona which won
!ilr";fromthird to who knows what," the NCAA District 7 Champion-
f{,'f Bronco runners to watch in- ship last year. TheBroncowomcn's
,i1~~ludejuniorsRobinCardandDanny cross country team has not com-
~if.~e .. Card, a transfer from the petedagaillstNorthemArizonathis
~;~lJmverslty ofOregon, compet~ for season.
!i)ti!heU of 0 In last year's National According to Jacoby, the Big
;':j,:;Championships, and Crane placed Sky and NCAA District 7 Champi-
J§~i .
r:t~Football~i'" '
i;i:~laronCOS'Bi9Sky hopes'~i Moseow to battle Big Sky Cham-f~by Corky Hansen pion U of! on Nov. 18.j'ft;: The University News ' After ~e Monta~ game, Coach
!\t'li Hall switched starung quarterbacks
;;&~l Boise State's hopes of taking the once again, and re-inserted junior
.t~'Big Sky title from the U of Iended Duane, Halliday into the lineup.~l~abruptly last Saturday in Reno, Halliday responded by conneeting
t:W)" Nevada. UNR scored 16 consecu- on 18 of 34 passes for 153 yards as
,~~"tive points in the third and fourth BSU returned to a ball-control of-tr quarters en route to a 3~-14 win. . fensive attack. Halli~y al~ engl-
?~. With a 5-4 record, BOIse State IS neered lwO long sconng dnves, an
i~fnow in jeopardy of finishing with entity that has been elusive to the
.~'imore losses than wins in 1989. The Broncooffcnsc throughout the sea-
W'" Broncos host Eastern Washington son ..
\~ this Saturday at 1p.m., and travel to On their third possession of the.. .,
~f!
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BSUJuniorKathy Karpel (left) has been running for BSUfor three years
and has a chance for a berth In the Nationals.
onshipmeet has always been held on-San Dlegothough."
in Salt Lake City. "It's centrally ThetoptwolCamS in Saturday's
located,"hesaid. "Butitis less than meet and the top three individuals
ideal for BSU because of the eleva- not members -of the two winning
tion. The 4,800-foot altitude really teams will qualify for the NCf\A
affcctsourperformancc. Itisworsc .. Cross Country Championships. The
Championships are scheduled for
Nov. 20th in Annapolis, Maryland,
and are the grand finale for the 1989
cross country season.
Volleyballers
win and lose
on the road',
cloud with loss to Reno
by Marjie Geier
The University Newsgame, the Bronco marched 67 yards
on 15 plays to lock the game at
seven, and consumed 6:45 of the.
flrstperlod. Halliday accounted for
41 of the 67 yards on perfect four-
of-four passing.
In the third period, Halliday di-
rected a lo-play, 66-yard drive to
tic the game at 14-14, only to see
Reno quarterback Fred Gatlin lead
the Wolfpack on a scoring drive of
80 yards on nine plays to claim 4121-
14 advantage.
With the Big Sky's two turnover
kings, playing on the same field,
one would,expect mistakes galore,
but the game was uncharacteristi-
cally well-played by both squads in
that respect, Duane Halliday was
intercepted but once, on a pass in-
tended for receiver Terry Heffner
that ended the first half. UNRfresh-
man quarterback Fred Gatlin also
threw but one ball away, a second-
quarter interception into the hands
of cornerback Elijah George.
Sophomore mnning-back Chris
Thomas contributed 106 rushing
yards on 29 tough aUr.mpts to' the
Bronco cause. TIIOluas' 29 carries
represent the most. work he has
received. in any of his previous eight
outings this season, and is a dra-
matic turnaround from the Montana
contest, when he had but six rushes
for 11 yar~s.·
The BSU women's volley-
ball team beat Porltand State
University Friday 3-15, 15-
12,7-15,15-11 and 15-10,but
were defeated by Oregon State
9-15,1-15,17-19 Saturday
in conference road action.
BSU resumes conference
play at home Thursday night
against Eastern Washington
and Saturday, night against
Nevada-Reno. The winner of
. TIlUrsday's match will host the
Big Sky Championships Nov.
17 and 18.
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~th a twistof your favorite~ts,
"'TCBY,"). Say goodbye to ice cream with a delicious "TC8Y;'Shiver '.
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17J~::~"''';.~~A~'~..i!·;~~"J· "Goodbye"to ice cream at your nearby "TC8Y:'store.
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Absentee BaUots for tbe upcomin, general elec-
tion. are now ready & available m the student
activities office, 2nd floor SUB. Dates for the
election of Senator At-Large is Nov. 8th & 9th .. If
you can't vote on these dates, vote on the absentee
ballot!
I am .looking for an "on·demand" secretary
(part-time). 4-8 hours per week. Typing, dictation,
using MicroSoft "Word", mailing, Xeroxing and
collating. Hours generally between 2-5 p.m, Contact
David Lockwood, Pheasants Forever, Inc. 378-
4371. .
.
NEW BSU DONORSoo.WILt BE PAID $15
FOR THEIR INITIAL DONATION AND $15.
FOR THEIR 2ND DONATION IN THE SAME
CALENDAR WEEK. ANY DONOR WHO
HASN'T DONATED IN THE LAST 30 DAYS
" WILLRECEIVE$13THEIRISTDONATION
AND $10 THEIR 2ND DONATION IN THE
SAME CALENDAR .WEEK. YOU MUST
BRING IN THIS AD, YOUR STUDENT ID
AND ANOTHER VALID ID TO COLLECT
THIS BONUS. THIS BONUS IS NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER BONUS. COME TO
AMERICAN PLASMA SYSTEMS; 1021
BROADWAY AVE., ACROSS FROM
COBBY'S OPEN 9·5 TUES, WED, FRI AND
SAT.
"Help Wanted!" Days, Eves, Weekends. The
Ultimate Temptation. Boise Towne Square, Next
10 J.C. Penney, lower level, main entrance. Come
in and fill outapplication between 10 a.m, and 9
p.rn.
Thinking of taking some time off from school? .
We need MOTHER'S HELPERS. Prescreened
families to suit you. Live in exciting NEW YORK
CITY suburbs. Room. board and salary included.
I -800-222-XTRA.
I
{'
,
NANNIESlH As the fastest growing agency in
the East. we offer immediate placementin the New
York. New Jersey, Connecticut areas. Our agency's
"plus" is that you personally meet with our parents
and children before you accept a position. Certified
training classes offered. Great benefits-paid vaca-
tion. health insurance. lind more. Over250 nannies
placed yearly. Yearly employment only. NAN-
NIES PLUS 1-800-752·0078.
EXCELLENT SUMMER AND CAREER OP"
PORTUNITIES now available for college students
& graduates with Resort Hotels. Cruisclines, Air-
lines. Amusement Parks and Camps. For more
-, information and an application; write ·National
Collegiate Recreation Service; PO Box 8074; Hil-
ton Head SC 29938.
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs-
your area. $17.840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-
8885 Ext R5924. .
,
l
. I
Would you like to offer Discover Credit Cards?
" Are you available for only a few hours/week? Ifso.
call 1-800-932·0528 extA. We'll pay you as much
as $10/hr. Only ten positions available.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS I $32.000/year income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5924.
Female or male roommate, mature, considerate.
open-minded. non-smokerto share 2 bdrm house in
North End next to Hollywood Supermarket, $150
mnth + $100 deposit t 1/2 utilities. Great location.
furnished! I CaU Mike 336-3573.
CHEAP RENT!!!. Large house,S bedroom, 2
bath. large fenced yard. 2 lar~e living rooms. ncar
bus line. needs work. 2301 Ilhnois. C.aIl389-1100.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
mobile home beginning Dee. 1. $ 150/mo -+ 1/2
heat. $50 will hold. Maple Grove & Fairview art.a.>
. No drinking. smoking or pets. Ca,1lAndrea at 378-
8319.
ATTENTION· GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
sions. Call 1-902-838-8885 Ext. GH5924.
I<;or sale 1977 Chevy Malibu station wagon,
$400 0.b.6. Call 343-1887.
1961 Chrysler Windsor, 4 door, dependable,
good body $500. Call Phil at345-7812.
Is It true ... .Jeeps for $44 through the Govern-
ment? Call for facts! 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 9445-A.
Brown Toyota Corolla, '80 good condition, sun- ..
roof; A.M., F.M. cass, 68.000 miles. $2,200(0.b.o.).
Call Chris at 467-4195 or Wendy 385-3230 ..
For Sale: Tandy trs·80 computer with cassette
load and word processor program. Hooks up to
,4, your T.V. $80 eall Jeff at 345-8204. .
ItS Dot too lateoo.to get tl,ltorial help. University
sponsored tutoring'is available fora wide variety of
courses. Call,BSU Tutorial Omce 385-1679 ..
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CEILING INDUSTRV $500 12/1/89 APPLICANTS MUSTBEPURSUINGCAREEllS IN
SCHOLARSHIP CONSTRUCTION, ARCIUTECtuRE AND INDUSTRIAL
TECIlNOlOGV. MUSTBEFUll-TIME SOPHOMORE
OR JUNIOR.
BUSINESSAND S500TO 12/15/B9 MUSTBEA WOMAN, POSSIBLEMINIMUM AGE
NlOFESSIONAL _ S3,000· REQUIREMENT.HEAD OF A HOUSEHOLD WITH
WOMENS FOUND· FINANCIAL NEED.
ATION SCHOLARSHIP
NATIONAL PORK S5.000 12/31/89 APPLICANTS MUSTBE DOCTOIlAL STUDENTS
FEllOWSHIP RESEARCHING USEOF PORK AS FOOD.
LOCTITEASE/NAlEF sSOOAND 1/31/90 APPliCANTS MUSTPLAN TOWORK IN THE
SCHOLARSHIP SI,ooO PIlOFESSIONAL AUTOMOTIVE AfTERMARKET SEIIVICE.
CRITERL\: ACADEMIC SUCCESS. PASTATTENDANCE
RECORD, SPECIAL ABILITIESOR COMPEltNCIES. ETC.
For lnloimation about humane alternatives
10 animal dissection in classrooms,
CAll TOLI.·FREE
DlSsECfJON
lNFORAlATlON IlOUINE
1·800·922·FROG (3764)
A student outreacb pmjccf of/be
Animal It'8llfl)('fi~lScFund .
lnlOlfnulkm on HIC ~t:rlOIOI~hips1I'~rc(1ooovc is t)rm,'j(J(:d by Iho B5U fmancial Aid ('It/ICC!end (:'10pnntocr helo
01 c 'QrvICO.lo )ludl.:nh r01mom Ifllommlloo on tncso cod cnux IinOnCk11o.c. ccotocttno lint'llcloI Aid
cttco. Admrhnhation OUil~'no.Room 111
K2 Carbon LTD-1989. SiZe 195cm withSalo-·
mon957 Composite - $375. Fischer RS Super GS
ski. Size 195cm with Salomon 747 -$250. Dynas-
. tar prosoft ski. Size 185cm with Salomon 647"
$150. Call Eric 345-8089 leave message.
HELP! I need to be home by Christmas. Need
a ride to New Jersey or as close as possible. Win
share driving. expenses, etc. Call Andy 343-1887.
Need Auto Body Repair? from minor fender
benders to complete paint jobs .. We'll beat most
body shop prices, 10% student discount. The Wet·
Look Auto Bpdy. 375-8624.. Mannequin wanted. Call Mike 336-7340.
